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Mcinerney Properties pie was founded as a family business in Scariff, Co. Clare, in 1909. It 
became a public company in 1971, and has a current market capitalisation of approximately 
£40 million. Operations are now spread through Ireland, the UK, Portugal and Spain, with a 
small presence in the Middle East. In Ireland the Company is engaged in residential and 
property development, and is a one-thir partner in the prestigious Custom House Docks 
scheme which will be worth approximately £250 million over five years. It is also currently 
involved in building the major Conrad International Hotel in Earlsfort Terrace. 
In the UK operations consist of housing and property development across the South of 
England. The first leisure property development in Portugal commenced four years ago, and 
is now completed. Further developments have already started in Portugal, and a new joint 
venture leisure development has commenced in Spain, in the grounds of the luxurious Don 
Carlos Hotel near Marbella. 
The Electricity Supply Board, a statutory corporation, was established under the 1927 
Electricity Supply Act of that year. It has the responsibility for the generation, transmission 
and distribution of electricity throughout the Republic of Ireland. To-day it has 28 
generating stations in operation using a wide mix of fuels including peat, oil, gas hydro and 
coal. In the mid 1970s the ESB set about establishig an international consultancy business, 
and since then has worked in over 40 countries throughout the world. Currently the ESB's 
consultancy subsidiary, ESB International, is involved in projects in Europe, Africa, the 
Middle East, the Far East and the United States of America. 
P. J. Carroll & Company pie is a publicly owned company, founded in 1824 by the great 
grandfather of Donal Carroll, the current Chairman. Its core business is the manufacture 
and marketing of tobacco products. In recent years the company has begun development 
of two new operations, direct marketing and the production of marketing of high quality 
Irish Seafood. The group had a turnover of IR£281 million in its last financial year. 
Bord na Mona is an Irish state-owned enterprise whose mission is to develop the country's 
extensive peat resources on a fully commercial basis. Since 1946 it has developed almost 
89,000 hectares of bogland - harnessing modern technology to produce a range of fuel 
and horticultural products that have created wealth out of what had been waste land. Today 
its works employ 4,000 people in rural areas across a large part of the country. Over 5 
million tonnes of peat are marketed each year and one-sixtl1 of Ireland's electricity is 
generated from peat. The industry contributes to the nation's balance of payments not only 
by its economical substitute to imported fuel, but also through its thriving multi-million 
pound export business in horticultural peat which is aggressivly marketed worldwide under 
the now-familiar brand name of Shamrock Moss Peat. 
The Marketing Institute is the representative body for the marketing profession in Ireland. 
Its primary aim is to position the marketing profession as the crucial factor for business 
success by being the recognised authoriative body for the profession, endowing 
membership with intrinsic value, providing 'value added' members' services, enhancing 
marketing practice through education and training and offering a lifetime environment for 
marketing career development. As a professional examinig body, the Institute provides a 
range of marketing education syllabi 1eading to the award of the lnstitute's Certificate, 
Diploma and Graduateship. 
An Post, the state-owned company which operates the national postal service, has a range 
of services which are tailored to meet the needs of the business community. These include 
Express Mail, a courier service offering guaranteed overnight delivery in Ireland and Great 
Britain and a similarly fast service to over 70 countries, and direct mail S<"rvices, Postaim and 
Publicity Post, which allows advertisers to target their markets at a fraction of the normal 
postage rate. Other facilities which are of interest to business people are Freepost, Business 
Reply, Faxpost, Surface-Air Lifted Parcel Post, and container services for exporters. 
Telecom Eireann, recostituted as a state-owned company in 1984, has responsibility for 
operating Ireland's telecommunications service which includes telephone, telex and data 
transmission. It is presently completing a major capital investment programme which will 
put Ireland to the fore in telecommunications technology. It has developed a range of 
services of specific benefit to the business sector including a data packet switching network 
(EirP.ac) and electronic text trar:ismission. 
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rapidly changing environment • identifying market opportuni-
ties • innovating new products • managing products over the 
life cycle. 
1988 848 pages 13-556267-8 £18.95 Paper 
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Practices 3/E 
William F. Schoell & Joseph Guiltnan 
A well-established text that provides exceptional in-depth cover-
age of • market segmentation • targetted marketing • the 
four P's. 
1988 750 pages 205-11598-5 £17. 95 Paper 
MARKETING CLASSICS 
A seiection of Influential Articles, 6/E 
Ben M. Enis & Keith Cox 
A collection of important marketing articles from marketing's 
most influential thinkers - brief biographies are provided on 
each. 
1988 250 pages 205-11645-0 £13.95 Paper 
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DECISIONS 5/E 
Paul Green, David S. Tull & Gerald Albaum 
A thorough advanced level discussion on all aspects of conduct-
ing a research project in marketing. The Authors emphasise 
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1988 864 pages 13-774217-7 £17.95 Paper 
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1988 720 pages ISBN and price to be announced Paper 
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William H. Bolen 
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small and large retail operations. 
1988 560 pages 13-170523-7 £16.95 Paper 
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PROCEDURE l 0/E 
Thomas Russel, Glen Verrill & W. Roland Lane 
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strategies of contemporary advertising spotlighting the market 
(ng foundations of advertising, the text proceeds through th 
specific techniques of media, creative and campaign plannin~ 
1988 704 pages 13-516485-0 £17.95 Paper 
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Decisions, Strategies and Cases 5/E 
Richard Still, Norman Gorohi & Edward Cundift 
This well-established book applies the management approach t, 
an analysis of the sales executives jab, the duties and responsi 
bil1ties involved, and the planning and implementing of sale 
programmes. 
1988 656 pages 13-786567-8 £17.95 Paper 
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Summary 
Portfolio analysis is a we// 
established and important 
technique of strategic marketing. 
This paper explores the application 
of portfolio analysis methodology 
to the diagnosis of national 
industrial structure and its related 
strategic challenges. A country, 
much like a large diversified 
company, may be viewed as 
consisting of a portfolio of 
companies clustered into industry 
and sectoral groupings. 
The paper first considers the 
various schools of thought in the 
industrial policy debate and sees 
portfolio analysis as a methodology 
which supports the approach of the 
structuralist school; this school 
argues for an integrative view of 
the national economy and all its 
sectors, guided by a coherent 
strategic vision. The nature and use 
of portfolio methods are then 
discussed as we// as their relevance 
to nation-level application. An 
analysis of the Irish industrial 
portfolio is then presented based 
on trade statistics for the period 
1967-1983 and finally some 
implications are drawn for 
industrial policy makers and for 
researchers in the strategy field. 
A strategic approach to managing 
industrial structure is seen as a vital 
link in building a bridge from the 
emerging goal consensus among 
the various 'social partners' in the 
community, to the evolving set of 
individual policy interventions, 
administered through many 
different agencies with impact on 
specific industries and firms. 
Copyright© 1988 Irish Marketing Review 
INDUSTRIAL STRATEGY AND 
THE NATIONAL INDUSTRIAL 
PORTFOLIO 
John A. Murray, Trinity College Dublin 
Paul P. MacGabhann, University College Dublin 
Joseph R. D'Cruz, University of Toronto 
Introduction 
The paper explores the application of portfolio analysis methodology to 
the diagnosis of national industrial structure and its related strategic 
challenges. A country, much like a large diversified company, may be 
viewed as consisting of a portfolio of companies clustered into industry 
and sectoral groupings. To the extent that this is a valid perspective, the 
accepted approaches of portfolio analysis in the business strategy field 
may be applied to reveal the structure of the portfolio, the allocational 
priorities and the strategy directions that are possible. 
The paper first considers the various schools of thought in the industrial 
policy debate and sees portfolio analysis as a methodology which 
supports the approach of the structuralist school. The nature and use of 
portfolio methods are then discussed as well as their relevance to 
national-level application. An analysis of the Irish industrial portfolio is 
then presented based on trade statistics for the period 1967-1983 and 
finally some implications are drawn for industrial policy makers and for 
researchers in the strategy field. 
The Industrial Policy Debate 
Industrial policy is evidenced in the set of government actions taken to 
assist industry. It is therefore a form of microeconomic policy since it is 
ultimately implemented at the level of the firm and the industry. Because 
it is formulated and implemented through the political process exactly 
what it is and what its boundaries are is often a matter of confusion - as 
for example in the perennial overlapping in public debate of issues of 
social and industrial policy. Even within the arena of industrial policy 
itself, clarity is hindered by the variety of approaches to government 
action. What exactly is meant by assisting industry turns out to depend 
upon which of several schools of thought the policy maker adheres to. 
Following Jarobe's (1985) approach we may distinguish four underlying 
schools of thought: 
• the functional problem solving school 
• the reindustrialisation school 
• the reallocation school 
• the structuralist school 
The functional problem solving school focuses on solving the specific 
problems of individual firms or industries taken independently. It has the 
appearance of a simple approach and has probably been the most 
commonly applied internationally. Its problem is that it does not lead to a 
coherent industrial policy since policy will reflect the aggregation of all 
the individual interventions designed to respond to independently 
defined problems. It thus almost inevitably leads to some form of 
disjointed incrementalism in policy making (Lindblom, 1959) with all its 
attendant problems. Where public resources are limited it provides no set 
of rules for allocation, simply moving disjointedly from one decision to 
the next. Furthermore it has no inbuilt means of viewing the economy as 
an interrelated system and therefore no means of appreciating the causal 
structure lying behind individual industry or firm problems. Distinguishing 
between symptoms of problems and the actual problems may be difficult 
5 
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as also will be the prediction of the full set of consequences of any one 
policy intervention. 
The reindustrialisation school is probably best represented in the 
American debate on industrial policy through the eighties. This school of 
thought has been concerned with the future of the manufacturing sector 
and with fears of its demise as a result of its loss of competitiveness, 
especially in the face of competition from Japan and the 'four little 
dragons' of Asia (Korea, Taiwan, Hong Kong and Singapore). The 
interesting feature of this school is that it defines industrial policy as a 
sectoral policy for manufacturing industry, to the exclusion of the other 
sectors of the economy. Indeed, the debate is sometimes framed in 
partisan terms: how to staunch the flow of resources out of manufacturing 
and into services in order to preserve an industrial society. Etzioni (1983) 
calls for such 'reindustrialisation', viewing the manufacturing sector as the 
engine which must drive all sectors of the economy. The approach is 
clearly limited in its unwillingness to view all sectors as dependent on 
each other for success and to use industrial policy to balance the 
contribution of manufacturing with that of agriculture, construction, 
education, tourism, and services in general in enhancing national 
competitiveness. One of the approaches commonly associated with the 
reindustrialisation school is described by Jarobe (1983) as 'industrial triage'. 
The phrase refers to the military practice of dividing battlefield casualties 
into three groups - those beyond help; those who wil_l recover without 
help; and those who may be saved by immediate help. In the 
reindustrialisation perspective, firms and industries may be similarly 
divided and attention focused on those that are candidates for turnaround 
(see for example Rohatyn, 1983). The government should not be in the 
business of picking winners (they will do very well by themselves) or 
shoring-up losers (they will simply join the ranks of the living dead while 
tying up scarce resources needed elsewhere). The approach does raise the 
critical issue of resource allocation albeit within the manufacturing sector 
alone. 
The reallocationist school stresses the necessity to redistribute resources 
among sectors and industries in the economy. For the first time the focus 
is on the whole economy and the goal is typically to enhance the 
functioning of the whole system. Intervention is targeted at moving 
resources from the 'sunset' to the 'sunrise' industries and justified on the 
grounds of market failure especially in capital and labour markets (see for 
example Thurow, 1980; Reich, 1983; Magaziner and Reich, 1982). The 
difficulty in implementing the school's agenda is of course the designation 
of sunset and sunrise industries - the identification of winners and losers. 
Ultimately, the criterion is relative efficiency: allocate resources to where 
they will be most productively used. The general conc~ption of 'winners' 
tends to define them as those with high ratios of value added, high 
productivity growth and international competitive advantage. This tends 
to dismiss many sectors that are labour intensive, that are locally based 
with non-exportable outputs and that may yet form an essential part of 
the economy. 
The structuralist school looks at all sectors in the economy and at their 
respective roles and interrelationships. The school often employs the label 
of 'industrial strategy' (Jarobe, 1985) to signal its concern with taking an 
integrative view of the national economy and all its sectors guided by a 
coherent strategic vision. This may be seen as similar to the Japanese 
concept of 'industrial structure policy' as described by Chalmers Johnson 
in his classic study of MIT/ and the Japanese Miracle (Johnson, 1982, 28). 
The structuralist approach looks for a portfolio of industries and firms 
which contributes to the many objectives of the economy and the nation. 
The claims of firms and industries for policy intervention are measured 
against an overall strategy for the economy and allocation , 1"c:isions are 
made in this context. Multiple policy instruments and intervt. '.0ns may 
be used at firm and industry level with integration underwritte1. y agreed 
system-wide goals. The structuralist view also sees policy addressing the 
need for structural adaptation and for proactive intervention to anticipate 
and take advantage of changes in the competitive environment. In the 
6 
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international arena, the view of competitive advantage is not just one 
based on traditional notions of static comparative advantage, but one also 
of dynamic comparative advantage such as that suggested by Scott (1985). 
The challenge of operationalising a structuralist approach is not trivial. In 
order to circumvent the data and analytical demands of the whole system 
perspective advocated by the approach it has been suggested that the 
Japanese, for example, have proceeded by focusing only on 'strategic 
industries' (Johnson, 1982, 28) while allowing markets forces to drive 
development elsewhere. Strategic sectors are those that are either vital to 
an important system objective (employment, security and so on) or that 
have extensive interconnections witht the rest of the economy (Jarobe, 
1985, 216). Given the possibility of using such methods to operationalise 
the approach the major challenge to its implementation lies in 
overcoming the difficulty of establishing agreed goals and related 
strategies at national level. 
In the Irish context, much of the pattern of past industrial policy has been 
fashioned by adherence to the problem solving approach up to and 
including the elaborate series of sectoral studies undertaken by the 
Sectoral Development Committee through the eighties with 
implementation of policy initiatives planned at industry level (Review of 
Industrial Performance 1986, 70-71). However, policy documents such as 
the White Paper on Industrial Policy (1984) and the government's national 
plan Building on Reality of 1984 in a combination with the National 
Programme for Recovery and the consultation processes lying behind 
these published statements all go some considerable distance towards 
preparing the ground for a more structuralist approach through their 
treatment of, and attempt to create consensus-based, national goals. What 
is still lacking from the industrial policy debate in Ireland is clarity 
concerning a national industrial strategy that would connect agreed goals 
with integrated action across sectors, industries and firms. It is suggested 
here that a portfolio perspective on the economy and its structure 
represents one analytical contribution to describing the strategic character 
of the economy and to diagnosing holistically its major strategic 
challenges, allowing system-wide strategy formulation to take place more 
readily. 
Portfolio Analysis and Industrial Strategy 
Portfolio analysis is widely used in business planning as a method to assist 
in the self-analysis step of strategy formulation and to help address the 
problem of resource allocation between competing businesses within the 
firm. Developed primarily for use in diversified companies where the 
investment decision becomes both particularly critical and difficult, 
portfolio methods array the constituent business units of a company on 
axes which measure industry or market attractiveness on the one hand 
and competitive position on the other. In general, it is assumed that the 
measure of industry attractiveness should reflect the average level of long-
run profit potential for participants in the market, while the competitive 
position measure should reflect the profitability of the individual business 
relative to its competitors. In general, the strategist would like to see a 
company's business in industries with attractive profit potential and 
having, or gaining, relative competitive advantage. · 
A parallel may be drawn between the resources allocation problem of a 
large diversified company (in relatively unrelated industries) and that of a 
nation. Both have investments in many different industries. When one 
compares a decentralised corporate management system with a market 
oriented economy, one also finds decision making driven down to the 
individual business units. Portfolio methods have evolved as one of the 
mechanisms used to support resource allocation decisions under such 
circumstances in the corporate world. 
The unit of analysis in a business portfolio may be one of three items: the 
business unit; the product; or the geographic market. Viewed from a 
corporate perspective, a portfolio usually consists of business units, while 
viewed from a business unit perspective a portfolio typically consists of 
products. At either level it is possible and relevant to construct a portfolio 
7 
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of markets where the company and its businesses have international 
scope. In principle, a nation might be viewed in the same manner: the 
economy consists of a portfolio of companies in various industries with 
varying levels of attractiveness and each with some level of competitive 
capability. Each of these companies in turn has a product portfolio 
consisting of the individual product lines it produces and with which it 
competes in individual product-markets. The sheer number of companies 
involved is of course a major barrier to the application of such analysis at 
national level. Large, widely diversified, companies have dealt with the 
problem of large numbers of constituent businesses by defining 
intermediate levels of aggregation between business unit and corporate 
totality. At General Electric in the seventies and early eighties, for 
example, six sectors were used to draw together more than forty 
businesses in order to make corporate analysis and resource allocation 
more manageable (Hall, 1978). A similar approach has been developed 
more recently by the 3M Company (Kennedy, 1988). In the national 
context it has been standard practice to use industry classifications as a 
basic unit of data collection and analysis. The great difficulty with standard 
industry classifications from the strategist's viewpoint is that they are not 
necessarily defined to reflect any salient strategic commonality: normally 
they are defined in raw material or technology terms. Thus, a sector such 
as 'electronics' may contain businesses ranging from mainframe 
computers to small scale domestic security devices. They may well share a 
common technological base but they clearly face radically different 
strategic challenges. However, corporate practice has established the basic 
notion of using a hierarchy of portfolios to cope with large numbers of 
businesses and with the necessity for data reduction that may be rolled 
back to uncover even more detailed layers of analysis. The possibility of 
viewing a national economy as a portfolio of sectors, each consisting of a 
set of industries and each of these consisting in turn of a set of firms is not 
unreasonable. Appropriate definition of the sectoral and industry 
groupings is the principle challenge. 
An alternative approach to an exhaustive analysis of the full national 
portfolio of businesses is to limit the analysis in terms of the kinds of 
companies covered or the kinds of industries covered. In a recent study of 
the French economy a focus of the former kind was achieved by 
concentrating on the portfolio of firms which constitute the top 100 
companies in the country (Telesis, 1986). In the Japanese instance, as 
already noted, MITI has focused in its policy analysis on 'strategic' sectors 
only, rather than attempting to deal with all industries exhaustively. In the 
research reported here an intermediate approach was taken to the 
analysis of the Irish economy (MacGabhann, 1987). Data on seventy one 
industrial sectors was available (see Appendix 1). It was decided to group 
these into six 'strategic clusters' in an attempt to highlight the structural 
debate that has characterised the work of the reallocationist and 
structuralist schools as discussed above. The clusters are shown in Table 1. 
They were chosen in an attempt to create some homogeneity of market 
and competitive characteristics across the seventy one individual industry 
groups. The clusters also reflect cluster definitions established in a base-
line study of the Canadian industrial portfolio in 1985 (D'Cruz and Fleck, 
1985) with a view to allowing some comparison of results. In the Canadian 
study a 'high technology' sector was used which is basically similar to the 
'Sunrise' cluster used in this study. In the Canadian instance the high 
technology group was defined as the ten industries that ranked highest in 
the United States in the ratio of R & D expenditures to sales as reported in 
a study by the US Department of Commerce (D'Cruz and Fleck, 1985, 148). 
The Capital Intensive sector was defined as those industries that have a 
high ratio of value added per employee, other than those industries that 
fell into the High Technology sector. The 'Sunset' sector consisted of 
those industries where real value added and/or employment declined 
1967-1981. The Labour Intensive sector consisted of industries that had a 
low ratio of value added per employee, other than those industries in the 
'Sunset' sector. The Agricultural and Non-Agricultural Natural Resource 
Based sectors were not included in the Canadian study but have been 
included here because of their critical importance to the Irish economy 
and in order to avoid an undue focus on manufacturing industry which is 
typical of the reallocationist approach. 
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Table 1 
Strategic Clusters 
1. Agriculture Based Industry 
2. Non-Agriculture, Natural Resource Based Industry 
3. Sunset Industry 
4. Sunrise/High Technology Industry 
5. Capital Intensive Industry 
6. Labour Intensive Industry 
(See Appendix 1 for detailed composition of clusters) 
Portfolio Measures 
In general, portfolio measures are chosen to reflect the attractiveness of 
the market in which a business finds itself (average long-run profit 
potential) and its competitive position (profitability relative to 
competitors). Standardised portfolio models differ principally in whether 
they use univariate or multivariate measures for these two factors. The 
'share-growth matrix' uses one measure as a proxy for each factor: real 
market growth rate for market attractiveness and relative market share for 
competitive position. These measures, despite their crudenesss, have the 
advantage of being quantifiable with relative ease and of having an 
identifiable set of assumptions about relationships between them and 
company performance. 
Market growth rate is assumed to be related to two factors of importance. 
First, it is frequently assumed that high growth markets are more attractive 
than mature or declining markets (Aaker and Day, 1986), suggesting that 
there should be 'preferential investment' directed towards high growth 
business opportunities (Wensley, 1981). Under such assumptions, these 
markets are seen as offering greater ease of entry; less competitive 
intensity; and greater opportunity for market segmentation and 
differentiation of products, all leading to above average profit potential. 
By contrast, this line of thought would suggest that mature and declining 
markets are more difficult to enter; are more intensely competitive; and 
feature lower margins and less opportunity for differentiation-based 
strategies. Of course reality is never so simple. High growth markets are 
also frequently characterised by high risk and well positioned companies 
in mature and low-growth markets can achieve high levels of financial 
performance (Aaker and Day, 1986). A second factor concerning market 
growth rate is its relationship to cash demands on the business. Both logic 
and research evidence argue strongly that high growth in the served 
market absorbs cash, while low growth is less demanding of cash 
resources (Henderson, 1970, 1972, 1973; Woo and Cooper, 1982). 
The relationship between market share and company performance has 
been hotly debated for many years now. In general, a considerable 
volume of research has suggested a positive and significant association 
between share and profitability (Henderson, 1970; Gale, 1972; Schoeffler, 
Buzzell and Heany, 1974; Buzzell, Gale and Sultan, 1975; Rumelt and 
Wensley, 1981; Gale and Branch 1982). The nature and implications of 
such an association has also been questioned by a number of writers (Day, 
1977; Rumelt and Wensley, 1981; Hambrick, 1982; Woo and Cooper, 1982; 
Aaker and Jacobson, 1985; Prescott, Kohli and Venkatraman, 1986). The 
measure of share normally used is not absolute but relative market share. 
Relative share is used as a measure of dominance in a competitive arena, 
allowing the analyst to distinguish between the relatively dominant 
position of a company with, say, ten per cent market share in a highly 
fragmented industry versus the position of a company with ten percent 
market share in a highly concentrated industry. In business portfolio 
analysis it is common practice to measure relative market share as 
Company A's share of its served market divided by the combined shares 
of its three largest competitors. 
A dominant share position is generally assumed to be related to 
competitive cost advantage based on scale and experience effects, as well 
as to potential advantages based on the consequent possession and 
exercise of market power. In the case of a country portfolio the concept 
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of relative market share may be operationalised through the measurement 
of share position in internationally traded products and services in each 
industry (D'Cruz and Fleck, 1985). A country's relative share position for 
any industry sector is then used as a measure of the relative ability of that 
industry to compete successfully with the exports of equivalent industries 
in other countries. 
Using industry relative market share to assess competitive performance 
capability at national level depends on the validity of extending the 
argument presented at business unit level to the country level of 
aggregation. It might be argued that there are three reasons for expecting 
a positive relationship between national relative market share in the world 
markets of a particular industry and the competitive capability of the 
nation's firms in that industry. First, the basic firm-level argument that 
share is associated with cost position as a result of scale and experience 
effects might be extended to national level. Thus, the country with a 
dominant share position in international trade in a given industry might 
be expected to have a better cost structure in that industry. This would 
flow from the scale characteristics of constituent firms, but perhaps more 
powerfully from the accumulated experience embodied in the 
production, servicing and management skills of the labour force and in 
the technology that the industry masters and develops. A second 
argument might be that high share in an exporting sector produces a solid 
industry base that generates important infrastructural elements such as 
research services, sub-supply networks, consultancy expertise and 
targeted educational facilities that may be shared at relatively low cost by 
the industry's firms. By contrast an exporting sector without a significant 
share position is unlikely to create and support such infrastructural 
elements and certainly not with equal ease of access, or equivalent quality 
or cost. Finally, it might be argued that a strong share position produces a 
'critical mass' in a given sector which in turn supports the development of 
depth in managerial expertise specific to the industry, and a self-sustaining 
supply of trained management. Skilled management is in turn the key to 
competiveness at the level of the individual enterprise. 
Analysing the National Portfolio 
Three general diagnostic implications are generally drawn from portfolio 
analysis at the company level: (i) implications concerning the allocation of 
cash and the apportionment of scarce investment capital between 
businesses in the portfolio; (ii) implications concerning management of 
the portfolio structure with the general objective of ensuring a balance of 
businesses representing the sources of cash for current profitability; the 
success businesses of today; the entrepreneurial ventures on which to 
build the longer-term future; and the weaker businesses which may 
require renewal or divestment; (iii) implications concerning the broad 
outline of differentiated strategy directions for the various businesses in 
the portfolio, acknowledging that from a portfolio perspective there can 
be no one overall strategy but rather a set of interrelated strategies 
dictated by the logic of the portfolio positions and role of each business 
leading to a variety of strategies in modes such as build, hold, harvest, 
reposition and divest. 
All three sets of diagnostic implications have urgent parallels in the area of 
national industrial strategy, especially when it is viewed from a structuralist 
point of view. Public resources allocated to industrial policy intervention 
must be apportioned across competing claims from firms and industries 
on the basis of some set of decision rules if the policy implementation 
process is not to become one of 'muddling through' in Lindblom's (1959) 
terminology. Portfolio approaches seek to deal with this allocational issue 
as a priority. The structural issue is also important. Nations increasingly 
seek to influence their industrial structure by selectively supporting the 
development of some industries and their technology bases and by 
shoring-up declining sectors or easing the process of exit and guiding the 
reallocation of resources thereby released. At the heart of what is 
frequently referred to as 'the new competition' from Far Eastern 
companies lies a concerted competitive strategy, implemented by firms 
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and backed by the structural intervention of their national government 
(Kotler, Fahey and Jatusripitak, 1986). 
In the Irish case, the industrial portfolio has been analysed using the two 
measures of real market growth rate and relative market share (see 
Appendix 1) for the years 1967-1983. The choice of years for which the 
analysis was performed was dictated by the availablity of data on an 
international, harmonised basis. To reveal any structural changes in the 
economy over the sixteen years four periods were isolated and data 
averaged for each period. Each period also represents a time of relative 
continuity in the broad competitive environment: 
1967-1971: 
1972-1976: 
1977-1980: 
1981-1983: 
the latter years of the sixties boom 
the first oil crisis and rocketing inflation 
the second oil crisis, further inflation and international 
recession 
international recession 
Figures 1-4 provide a graphic representation of the national porfolio for 
each period. The size of the circle representing each strategic cluster 
reflects the proportionate contribution of annual average exports from its 
constituent industries to total exports. In each matrix, the vertical dotted 
line represents the average relative market share of all sectors and the 
horizontal dotted line represents the average world real growth rate for 
trade in all sectors. The matrices draw immediate attention to some 
general features of the economy. The growth rates of the markets in 
which the economy was active internationally show a dramatic collapse 
throughout the period and it is readily visible how the whole portfolio 
sank with the receding tide of international trade from the first period to 
the last. This is a pattern which was to some extent unavoidable, especially 
in an economy as open as Ireland's. However, the question must be raised 
as to whether a reorientation of the portfolio's structure towards 
industries with above average growth rates for the period (or below 
average decline!) might have been possible. Such a structural approach 
underpinned Japan's choice of industries to promote over this period -
dictated by a criterion of choosing industries characterised by above 
average income elasticity of demand and high rates of technological 
progress (Shinohara, 1982). 
Figure 1 
Ireland's Industrial Portfolio 1967-1971 
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Figure 2 
Ireland's Industrial Portfolio 1972-1976 
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Ireland's Industrial Portfolio 1977-1980 
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On the other hand, it is particularly encouraging to note that for the 
periods analysed the average relative market share position of the 
industries examined actually improved - if only by small amounts. 
Overall therefore the portfolio matrices show an economy floating 
downward with the faltering international markets in which it found itself 
competing, but making marginal gains in market share in these same 
markets. Looking at the sectors within the four portfolio matrices also 
illustrates some basic features of the economy. The Agriculture Based and 
Sunset sectors are the relatively high performers in share terms, with the 
Agriculture Based sector improving its competitive position consistently 
through the four periods. The Sunset sector just about holds share 
position throughout the time examined. However, in volume terms it can 
be seen that there are two very different patterns. The Agriculture Based 
Sector dominates the portfolio in the three initial periods but is then 
overtaken by the Sunrise sector in the final period. The Sunset sector by 
contrast contributes a declining proportion of the overall portfolio from 
1967 to 1983. Significant structural adjustment is further evidenced in the 
dramatic growth in size of the Sunrise sector from period to period and in 
its consistent move rightward along the relative market share axis. The 
Capital Intensive sector has also increased in volume contribution to 
exports and in share performance through the four periods. The 
Agriculture Based sector, the Non-Agriculture Based Natural Resources 
sector and the Sunset sector all declined in their proportionate 
contribution to exports, and only the second succeeded in holding share 
position in the final period. The portfolio has therefore experienced some 
significant restructuring over the four periods, although not enough to 
allow the overall pattern to float free from the general decline in 
international market growth rates. 
To illustrate how the use of an hierarchical set of portfolios helps to reveal 
further layers of analysis, Figures 5-7 show how the Sunrise sector taken 
alone may be further analysed as a portfolio bf its constituent industry 
groupings. Two features of these matrices are particularly noteable: the 
dramatic improvement in the share performance of the computer industry 
and the way in which this industry's market growth rate defies the general 
trend in world markets. It can be seen how a country portfolio with a 
strong representation of industries such as this one could in fact begin to 
float free from the general downward pull of recession battered 
international markets. A strategic approach to the management of the 
portfolio's structure can give a country some independence from 
international market trends. This is the essential lesson that Japan 
understood and acted upon in its approach to industrial strategy 
throughout the seventies and early eighties. 
Figure 5 
Sunrise Industries' Portfolio 1972-1976 
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Figure 6 
Sunrise Industries' Portfolio 1977-1980 
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Figure 7 
Sunrise Industries' Portfolio 1981-1983 
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Conclusion and Thoughts for Further Research 
From the policy analyst's and the policy maker's point of view, the 
research undertaken serves to illustrate the importance of the structuralist 
approach to industrial policy. Some analysts regard this approach as 
impractical because of the demands it makes on data recources and on 
analytical comprehensiveness. However, it has been suggested that there 
are methodological ways of reducing the analytical task to manageable 
proportions without sacrificing the essential benefits of the approach. The 
portfolio method of analysis has been illustrated through application to 
four periods over the years 1967-1983. The portfolio representation may 
be regarded as an optic through which the structure of the economy is 
viewed . The representation achieved is useful in suggesting a number of 
insights and conclusions: 
(i) it achieves a very considerable degree of data reduction (six clusters of 
industries) while still providing meaningful insight into structure and 
structural adaptation; 
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(ii) through an hierarchical approach, each main cluster of industries may 
be represented in greater detail by a further portfolio of constituent 
industries or sub-sectors allowing successive layers of detail on the 
structural configuration of the economy to be revealed as needed; 
(iii) the main industry clusters chosen for this study are only one of many 
possible approaches to grouping the full array of industries in the 
economy - the methodology is very flexible; 
(iv) the structural diagnosis is graphically presented: while the structure of 
the portfolio has changed considerably, it was not sufficient to combat the 
impact of the general collapse in international market growth rates; 
(v) despite the general gloominess about the performance of Irish industry 
the portfolio analysis suggests that this was attributable to the structure of 
the portfolio (the country's choice of industries and their markets) rather 
than to the competitive performance of the portfolio which in fact saw 
increased market share through the difficult and turbulent years of the 
seventies and early eighties. 
Portfolio methods must of course be realistically viewed by the policy 
maker. They are no more than one analytical approach to representing 
data on the economy, albeit an approach which has particular relevance 
to a structuralist conceptualisation. The approach is likely to be most 
useful in supporting diagnostic work and the graphic representation of 
the structure of industry would appear to have special attraction as a 
communication vehicle in the process of debate and consultation which is 
essential to the policy formulation process. Thus, while a set of portfolio 
displays is suggestive of the al locational, structural balance and 
differentiated strategy prescriptions associated with portfolio applications 
in business planning, its most appropriate use in the industrial policy field 
is, perhaps, in providing a starting point for debate on these issues at 
national level. 
From a research and strategy analyst's point of view, the work reported 
here represents merely a first trial step in what could be a much more 
finely tuned analytical approach. Several improvements to, and extension 
of, the methodology are possible and would add greatly to consequent 
analytical insights: 
(i) a distinction may be drawn between indigeneous and foreign industry 
to reveal the role of each in the portfolio's structure and performance 
over time (a first attempt has been made at this as reported in 
MacGabhann, 1987); 
(ii) a portfolio representing Ireland's main geographic markets can be 
constructed displaying their growth and Ireland's share position over all 
industries and by specific industries; 
(iii) the definition of 'market' used in the portfolio analysis can and 
should be adapted to reflect more accurately Ireland's 'served markets' 
rather than the total world markets measured for this study which 
necessarily results in underestimation of market share figures and 
submerges regional variations in market growth rates. 
It would also seem possible to add a parallel analysis of the economy 
based not on official statistics for the seventy one industry sectors used 
here but on the position of the several hundred key companies in traded 
goods and services in the economy, much in the manner of the Telesis 
approach to analysing the French economy (Telesis, 1986). 
A portfolio approach to conceptualising industrial structure seems 
particularly appropriate at the end of the eighties. The various 'social 
partners' in the community seem close to agreement on national 
economic goals for the first time in several decades. A strategic approach 
to managing industrial structure is a vital link in building a bridge from 
this emerging goal consensus to the evolving set of individual policy 
interventions, administered through many different agencies with impact 
on specific industries and firms. The latter have typically emerged in a 
functional problem solving mode and are in urgent need of a strategy 
context to provide system-wide coherence, long-term strategic impact 
and short-term allocational efficiency. 
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Appendix 1 
Table 1 
Industry Classification Used in the Study 
BA 
BB 
BC 
CA 
CB 
cc 
DA 
DB 
DD 
DE 
EA 
EB 
EC 
ED 
EE 
·FA 
FB 
FC 
FD 
FE 
FG 
FH 
Fl 
FJ 
FK 
FL 
FM 
FN 
FO 
FP 
FQ 
FR 
FS 
FT 
FU 
FV 
Cement and plastics 
Ceramic, tiles and bricks 
Glass, float glass and derivatives 
Iron and steel products 
Basic iron and steel 
Non-ferrous metals 
Spinning and weaving products 
Hosiery and knitwear 
Carpets, other finished textiles 
Leather, furs and shoes 
Wood products 
Furniture and derivatives 
Pulp and paper 
Printing products 
Miscellaneous manufactured products 
N.E.S 
Molded foundry products 
Metal and mechanical products 
Motors, turbines, pumps 
Machines and agricultural equipment 
Machine tools 
Specialised machinery 
Weapons 
Precision instruments 
Clocks and watches 
Photographic equipment 
Electronic components 
Domestic electronic products 
Telecommunication products 
Office equipment and computers 
Household electric equipment 
Heavy electronic equipment 
Small electric equipment 
Spare parts, motor vehicles 
Automobiles and motorcycles 
Commercial vehicles 
Ships 
Table 2 
Industry Clusters Established 
1. Agriculture Based Sector 
KE Canned Fruit Vegetable NES 
JC Agriculture Prod. for Industry 
KC Meat, Poultry and Fish 
KA Cereals based products 
KD Canned Meat Poultry Fish 
2. Non-Agricultural 
Natural Resources Sector 
EC Paper Paste 
HB Non-Ferous Metal Ores 
~A Wood Products 
CA Iron and Steel Prods. 
IG Coke, Coal, Lignite Derivatives 
IA Coal and Lignite 
II Gas Deliveries 
3. Sunset Sector 
FA Modelled Foundry Prod. 
DB Manufactured Clothes 
FQ Heavy Electric Equip 
DA Spinning and Weaving 
4. Sunrise Sector 
Fl Precision Instruments 
FH Weapons 
GC Organic Chemicals 
FD Office Equip. and Comput. 
FG Specialised Machinery 
FM Domestic Electron. Prod. 
FF Mov. Extract Const. Eng. 
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FW Aerospace 
GA Mineral chemicals 
GB Fertilizers 
GC Organic chemicals 
GD Paints, varnishes, tints 
GE Cosmetics and toiletries 
GF Pharmaceutical products 
GG Plastics, fibres, resins 
GH Plastic products 
GI Rubber products 
HA Iron or.es 
HB Non-ferrous ores 
HC Raw materials N.E.S. 
IA Coal and lignite 
IB Crude petroleum 
IC Natural gas 
ID Other primary energy products 
IG Coke, coal, lignite derivatives 
IH Petroleum derivatives 
II Natural gas 
IJ Electric power 
JA Cereals 
JB Other food products 
JC Agricultural products for industry 
KA Cereals based products 
KB Vegetable, animal fats. 
KC Meat, poultry, fish 
KD Canned meat, poultry, fish 
KE Canned fruit, vegetables N.E.S. 
KF Sugar, chocolate candies 
KG Food for animals 
KH Beverages (incl. alcoholic) 
Kl Tobacco 
MISCEL Miscellaneous N.E.S. 
Note: N.E.S. means Not Elsewhere Specified 
KB Vegetable Animal Fats 
JA Cereals 
KG Pet Food 
JB Other Food Agric. Prod. 
IB Crude Petroleum 
CC Non-Ferous Metals 
IC Natural Gas 
IH Petroleum Derivated 
HA Iron Ores 
IJ Elect. Warm Water, Stream 
ID 0th. Primary Energ. Prod. 
KF Sugar, Chocolate Candies 
DE Leather, furs, shoes 
DC Hoisery and knitwear 
CB First Transl. Fer. Prod. 
FW Space Aeron. Const. Prod. 
GF Pharmaceutical Products 
FR Small El. EQ. and Deriv. 
FE Machine tools 
FK Opt. Photo and Film EQ. 
FN Telecom Prod. 
GA Mineral Chemicals 
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5. Capital Intensive Sector 
BA Cement and Plastics KH Drinks (incl. Alcoholic) 
FT Cycles, Moto, Pass. Cars FV Ships 
Kl Tobacco FJ Clock Watch Making Ind. 
FS Spare Parts HC Raw Materials NES 
GG Plastic Fibre Resins FD Machin. and Agric. Prod. 
FP Household Electr. Equip. GB Fertil. Agric. Chemicals 
GD Paints, Varnishes, Tints FU Comm. Vehic. 0th. Transp. 
6. Labour Intensive Sector 
GE Shav. Lot. Soaps Perfumes GH Plastic Products 
BC Glass Fl, Glas. and Der. DD Carpets, 0th. Fin. Textiles 
FB Metal and Mech. Prod. EB Furniture and Derivated 
FL Electronical Components EE Mis. Man. Prod. NES 
GI Rubber Products Mis Miscellaneous NES 
ED Printed Products BB Ceramic, Tiles 
Note: The data used were drawn from the Che/em Data Base on international trade, compiled by 
CEP/1 - the Centre d'Estude Prospectives et d'Jnformations lnternationales, Paris - who draw the 
raw data from United Nations International Trade Statistics on more than 90 countries and 
harmonise the data to allow direct comparisons across countries. 
Table 3 
Relative Market Share*(%) 
Years Years Years Years 
67-71 72-76 77-80 81-83 
Agricultural Based Sector 2.93 3.48 4.40 4.24 
Non-Agricultural Natural Resource 
Based Sector 0.94 1.00 1.07 1.07 
Sunset Sector 2.80 2.45 2.86 2.77 
Sunrise Sector 0.42 0.66 1.08 1.29 
Capital Intensive Sector 0.61 0.72 0.85 1.08 
Labour Intensive Sector 1.55 1.81 1.91 1.79 
1werage Relative Market Share 1.54 1.69 2.03 2.04 
*Relative Market Share was measured as the ratio of Ireland's share of world trade for 
the relevant industry over the combined share of the three largest export countries for 
that industry. This share was calculated for each year and averaged for the four 
periods. 
Table 4 
Real Growth in.World Exports (%) 
Years Years Years Years 
67-71 72-76 77-80 81-83 
Agricultural Based Sector 5.39 6.44 4.45 -10.29 
Non-Agricultural Natural Resource 
Based Sector 8.81 -0.15 -0.16 -12.1.6 
Sunset Sector 10.76 9.17 -0.44 -9.18 
Sunrise Sector 11.12 8.20 3.83 -8.16 
Capital Intensive Sector 9.83 8.21 3.35 -10.61 
Labour Intensive Sector 11.41 6.92 4.74 -12.83 
Average Real Growth in World Exports 9.95 6.46 2.63 -10.54 
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Summary 
While the population growth rate 
in Ireland appears at least 
temporarily to have ground to a 
halt, the fact remains that this 
country will have to cherish and 
cater for a singularly sizeable 
children's market for the next 
decade. This article begins with a 
qualitative examination of Irish 
advertising houses' views on their 
respective outputs and target 
groups. Central to the process of 
communicating with the children's 
market is the need to fully 
appreciate its heterogeneity. 
Psychologically speaking, the 
'children's market' is a misnomer. 
To this end, a series of questions 
are administered to a sample of 
Dublin children to ascertain 
whether their responses on 
advertising related topics reflect 
their respective developmental 
levels. The authors contend that 
successful campaigns targeted at 
these developmental sub-sections 
of the children's market are 
contingent upon an understanding 
of their stages of cognitive growth. 
A range of Irish television 
commercials are then shown to the 
children to determine which 
advertisements register the highest 
recall rates. Content analysis of the 
advertisements recalled discloses 
salient features which may be 
utilised in tailoring advertising 
content to a particular age group's 
developmental level. 
The authors also ask whether 
children's liking for an 
a_d~ertisement is determined by a 
l1k1ng for the product featured in 
that advertisement. Finally they 
attempt to draw some conclusions 
on how sceptical children are of 
the claims advanced in television 
commercials. 
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CHILDREN AND TELEVISION 
ADVERTISING: A COGNITIVE 
DEVELOPMENT PERSPECTIVE 
Darach Turley, College of Marketing and Design, Dublin Institute of 
Technology 
Helen Gallagher, Mars Ireland 
Researching the children's market is far from child's play. In Ireland, the 
sheer size and relative proportion of children - a third of the population 
is under fourteen - seem to make such research imperative however 
fraught with difficulties. Children are direct consumers of a vast array of 
products, influencers of a growing number of family product decisions, 
and actual purchasers of a smaller though expanding number of products. 
Considering these developments, the paucity of both academic and 
commercial research devoted to children in the last decade is quite 
remarkable. Most Consumer Behaviour texts relegate children somewhat 
uneasily to a quasi-appendix status at the end of a chapter on family 
decision-making. In a similar vein, many marketing and advertising 
executives are reluctant to contemplate child-centred research either 
because of an overly glib conviction that children are simply mini adult 
consumers or because of ethical fears of utilising children for research 
purposes supposedly with a view to their ultimate exploitation. This 
reluctance is not justified; children are a qualitatively distinct kind of 
consumer and not diluted adults and ethical considerations should 
condition rather than preclude advertising and consumer research on 
them. 
This article focuses in particular on advertising for four to fourteen year 
olds on Irish national television. The topic of children and advertising has 
given rise to a substantial corpus of published material.1 Scott Ward who 
has contributed extensively to this literature suggests three useful 
subdivisions into which such literature may be divided. 2 First, commercial 
watching behaviour - What levels of attention do children pay to 
television advertisements? Do they engage in alternative activities during 
these advertisements? Second, cognitive development correlations -
What features in advertisements affect children the most? To what extent, 
if any, do children use the information learned from such advertisements? 
Can they differentiate fact from fantasy in commercials? At which stage of 
cognitive development do children assimilate the advertisements to which 
they are exposed? Ward's third subdivision concerns the impact of 
advertisements on children's behaviour towards others - Do they 
attempt to influence parental purchasing for example? A fourth 
subdivision, the ethical domain, might well be added to Ward's initial 
three. This refers to the burgeoning research on the highly sensitive issues 
of child vulnerability and persuasibility. In Ireland these issues have taken 
on a cyclic and seasonal prominence, surfacing primarily in the popular 
media during the extensive pre-Christmas toy campaigns. However, this 
article is concerned mainly with the second area mentioned above. It has 
two specific objectives in this connection. 
• To determine the relationship between children's responses to 
advertisements on Irish television and their level of cognitive 
development. 
• To determine the salient features in terms of copy and imagery in Irish 
television commercials which are most appealing to children. 
Television Advertisements for Children in Ireland ; 
Prior to conducting research with children, the authors conducted a series 
of unstructured interviews with account executives resp?,nsibi,/for 
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Sensorimotor 
Lasting from birth up to two years, at the end of which, object 
permanence is achieved; out of sight does not necessarily mean out of 
mind. The capacity for language is beginning to show itself. The child's 
behaviour is mediated by sets of behavioural patterns rather than by 
thought, hence this stage is of little interest to advertisers. 
Concrete Operations 
This stage, lasting from two to eleven years marks the transition from a 
very literal perceptual ability to a more developed capacity for abstract 
thought. Nash has subdivided this stage in three. Relevant age groupings 
are approximate in nature. 
(a) Pre-operational thought: Here the child (2-5 years) focuses on single 
dimensions of the situations that confront them. Symbolic functions 
appear in thought and play, and deferred imitation emerges - the 
drawing room suite becomes the train travelled in last week. 
(b) Intuitive thought: The distinction between what the child (5-7 years) 
perceives and reasons is still blurred. If he/she perceives a ball of 
modelling clay rolled into a snake there is difficulty in grasping mentally 
that the same mass of clay is involved throughout. 
(c) Concrete thought: Between 7 and 11 years there is an increasing trend 
towards logical thought: objects become classified into concepts and 
generalisations between which relations are perceived. Situations are 
grasped in a multi-dimensional fashion. 
Formal Operations 
Logical abstract thought becomes possible from 11 years upwards. 
Cognitive maturity is achieved and the child is enabled to reason by 
hypothesis. 
ANALYSIS 
The SPSSX computer package was used to analyse the coded responses of 
each child, serving to verify trends and substantiate qualitative 
observations. Cross-tabulations were performed to analyse the data by age 
and by sex. There were indications that further research utilising a larger 
sample would yield additional interesting results, for example, a 
simultaneous age by sex cross-tabulation. Results showed no variations in 
the overall replies of children from differing socio-economic areas. 
Analysis of findings is presented according to the three principal divisions 
in the questionnaire. 
Reactions to Advertising in General 
The first question put in this section asked "what is an advertisement?" 
Low awareness was typified by such answers as "you see them every day 
on television" and "the Smarties advertisement". Intermediate awareness 
was used to categorise such answers as "it's a break to give the 
programme a rest". A typical high awareness response was 
"advertisements tell you about what you can buy in town, about types of 
toys and prices". Table 1 summarises the findings. 
It is worth noting that the high proportion of under six year olds who 
could not explain, later spoke readily of their favourite advertisement 
showing their focus on particular advertisements and inability to abstract 
the general concept "advertisement"; for some it may also denote the 
absence of verbal wherewithal! to express such a concept. 
A further question in this section asked "why are advertisements shown?" 
The three levels of awareness were typified by the following responses: 
"advertisements are for Rice Krispies" (low), "they remind you to buy 
something "(medium)", and " ... to make money. Someone makes the 
advertisement and you buy the product. Then the person who made the 
advertisement has the money to pay the television" (high). Percentages 
for each level were as follows: no explanation 16.7%; low awareness 
40.0%; medium awareness 26.6%; high awareness 16.7%. In contrast with 
the previous question, this more complex question resulted in at least 
some low awareness responses in each of the five age groups although the 
same overall diagonal swing found in Table 1 was still in evidence. 
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Table 1 
Awareness of "What is an Advertisement" by Age 
Years 
4-5 6-7 8-9 10-11 12-13 Total Total Males Females 
% % % 
Cannot 5 4 2 11 18.36 23 12 
Explain 
Low 7 6 6 2 21 35.0 34 36 
Awareness 
Medium 2 4 6 1 13 21.7 14 32 
Awareness 
High 4 11 15 25 29 20 
Awareness 
Total 60 100 100 100 
The next question in this section sought to ascertain the children's 
capacity to distinguish an advertisement from a programme: this, it was 
hoped, would indicate their level of concept development. Table 2 
analyses the results by age. 
Table 2 
Ability to Differentiate by Age 
Years 
4-5 6-7 8-9 10-11 12-13 Total % 
No Explanation 5 1 6 10 
Low Awareness 7 10 9 3 3 32 53 
High Awareness 1 3 9 9 22 37 
This somewhat sophisticated question had the effect of polarising 
responses. Low awareness responses, "advertisements are shorter", seem 
to have had a cut-off point at eight years where high awareness responses 
began, "advertisements try to sell you something but programmes are just 
for entertainment". No medium awareness responses were recorded. 
Cross-tabulations by sex for the questions in this section revealed 
considerable variations. There tended to be a preponderance of boys over 
girls in the extreme levels, that is, in the no explanation and high 
awareness levels. Findings from this first section support the view that 
these children exhibit different levels of concept development in their 
perception of television stimuli; the tabular data for each question 
revealed a diagonal swing from left to right in support of the age-
developmental level correlation. 
Reactions to Specific Advertisements 
This section of the questionnaire required respondents to choose specific 
advertisements they like/dislike and to explain the reasons behind their 
choice. Children could and did cite advertisements from the previous 
day's video presentation although they were very much in the minority. 
Analysis of comments on these presentation advertisements is deferred to 
the third section of the analysis. Children were first encouraged to 
mention as many advertisements as possible. Table 3 illustrates the 
number and percentage of mentions of favourite advertisements cross-
tabulated by product category. 
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Table 3 
Categorisation of Favourite Advertisements Mentioned 
Total % 
No Answer 4 6.7 
Soft Drink 11 18.3 
Cereals 16 26.8 
Food* 16 26.8 
Household 
Products 4 6.4 
Toys 5 8.3 
Beer 4 6.7 
Total 60 100 
*Food denoted all edibles other than cereals and included confectionery and fast food outlets. 
Some interesting features lie behind this tabular data. Many children's 
favourite advertisement was for a product which they neither purchased 
nor consumed; in some satellite channel advertisements, the promoted 
product was not even available in Ireland. Others selected advertisements 
for brands they had never tried although familiar with the product area. A 
somewhat surprising if isolated phenomenon in this question was where a 
Diet-Pepsi advertisement was described in minute detail but ascribed to 
Coca-Cola, the market leader in Ireland. The children generally felt that 
advertisements on the satellite channels were more entertaining, a 
sentiment typified by the remarks of one twelve year old, "The 
advertisements are much better on Sky and Super Channels than the 
boring advertisements on R.T.E .... The worst ones are when they just 
show you a picture". 
When asked the specific reasons for their choice of advertisement some 
surprising factors emerged. Reasons were divided into four: 
entertainment, aesthetic, liking for the product advertised, and 'other'. 
With the exception of the four to five year group, entertainment was the 
predominant reason for all age groups. The central point thus emerging 
from this question is that liking for a product is not a major determinant of 
liking for an advertisement; for young Irish viewers entertainment value 
seems to be what counts. The sole exception to the entertainment 
preference was the four to five year group for whom aesthetic reasons 
were dominant. Advertisements targeted at this group are likely to 
succeed best by highlighting the stimulus to be attended to through the 
use of such techniques as animation, colour and personification. Sex 
differences were not found to discriminate advertisement preference. 
The interviewers probed the celebrity endorsement technique which had 
been employed on a number of the advertisements chosen. Children 
from the lower socio-economic groups voiced substantially stronger 
preferences for this advertising format than their middle/upper class 
counterparts. Within this lower socio-economic group, boys expressed a 
particular liking for advertisements featuring sports celebrities. 
Advertisements the children disliked were then sought. The first feature 
noticed here was the high percentages in the two lower age groups 
unable to cite any example-83% among 4-5 year olds, 42% among 6-7 
year olds. The opposite applied to the older groups where examples 
abounded due to their more advanced critical powers. The reasons for 
their dislike displayed remarkable heterogeneity ranging from "just don't 
like it" to "I hate all advertisements with girls in them". No children 
mentioned dislike for the product as a reason for disliking the 
advertisement. 
This second section concluded with a question designed to gauge both 
levels of information processing and recall complexity by asking what 
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happened in their favourite advertisement. The results afforded ample 
confirmation that the children processed and recalled the advertisement 
content according to their level of cognitive development. Low recall 
ability was prominent among 4-5 and 6-7 year olds. Typical of their pre-
operational stage, they tended to focus on a single perceptual feature of 
the advertisement, "the three funny men on the Rice Krispies 
advertisement". The 8-11 year group exhibited medium recall 
characteristic of their concrete thought stage displaying levels of 
syncretism, a tendency to link ideas and images into a somewhat confused 
whole; events were mentioned one after another without any overall 
relation between them being perceived. Most of the 12-14 group showed. 
all the characteristics of the formal operations stage. Complete sequences 
were remembered, advertising copy was quoted verbatim, and multiple 
dimensions of advertisements were used in their evaluations. Table 4 
illustrates the findings. 
Table 4 
Level of Complexity of Recall by Age 
Years 
4-5 6-7 8-9 10-11 12-13 Total % 
l:ow Ability 12 8 4 24 40 
Medium Ability 4 8 8 20 33.3 
High Ability 4 12 16 26.7 
Total 60 100 
Reactions to the Video Presentation 
This final section of the analysis dealt specifically with the advertisements 
featured on the video presentation. Of the fifteen advertisements 
included in this presentation only eight were recalled in the interviews 
twenty four hours later; unaided recall technique had been used. The 
most recalled advertisement, Kellogg's Rice Krispies, was remembered by 
only 17% of the entire sample. This low recall rate had been anticipated in 
view of the time lapse between the video and the interview; nonetheless, 
this was deemed preferable to interviewing immediately after viewing 
which would have placed over-emphasis on the advertisements in the 
presentation. Of the eight advertisements recalled, six were for children's 
products, two for adults' products. 
The next step was to look at the content analysis performed three months 
earlier by the panel of experts. Specifically, the content analysis for the 
eight advertisements recalled by the children was examined. Most of 
these advertisements were found to possess the same set of features 
~isolated by the experts in their earlier content analysis. These features may 
be summarised as follows. 
Definition 
Successful advertisements clearly define and establish the existence of the 
product. Psychologically, this is the most primitive level at which 
advertising works but with children, especially young children, it is vital. If 
something is clearly seen to exist by the younger child, it is thereby 
deemed worthy of notice. All of the advertisements showed the brand 
name in print as well as narrating it. This is consistent with Langbourne's 
findings that hunger to learn names is best satiated by constant 
unequivocal labelling.12 
Association 
This is a further general feature whereby the product and the 
advertisement are associated with other products, activities or people in 
the child's awareness. This feature presupposes a modicum of abstract 
thinking. Association was most prevalent in advertisements recalled by the 
older age groups. Essentially this feature illustrates how the child does not 
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rely on perceptual cues alone but rather integrates the advertisement into 
his or her real world experience. By way of illustration, five of the 
advertisements recalled included children, a factor which clearly 
facilitated such integration. 
Personification 
This successful feature was found present in two formats. In the first 
instance, the product itself was personified directly, for example, 
Weetabix biscuits were portrayed as boys or girls. Alternatively, some 
derivative personification assumed a central role in the advertisement for 
example, l'y1r. Snap, Crackle and Pop in a Rice Krispies advertisement or 
Ronald McDonald (McDonald's). Anthropomorphism clearly succeeds; 
when children were asked to describe advertisements recalled, these 
personifications were cited by all respondents regardless of age. 
Storyline 
A definite theme or story enhanced recall. Adventures, fantasies and 
humorous sketches succeeded in dramatising the salience of the product 
advertised. The thirty second commercial seems to cater best for such a 
storyline format. 
Fictitious Characterisation 
Advertisements which portrayed some interraction between human 
beings and fictitious characters achieved high recall rates. It is thought that 
such advertisements confront the child with a novel stimulus; the child 
does not expect to see real life figures and animated figures together. 
Perhaps this feature explains the inclusion of a household product 
advertisement among the eight recalled, Mr. Proper. 
Animation 
Four of the eight advertisements recalled used this technique. It basically 
amounts to the children perceiving the advertisement as a miniature 
cartoon. In the first section of the questionnaire the question, "what do 
you remember on the video presentation?", brought the answer 
"cartoons" from the majority of children. Total animation is an expensive 
technique, however, the cost can be minimised by using part-animation 
and part reality. 
Music 
All of advertisements recalled used music and all but two used a jingle of 
some description. These techniques provide children with a specific 
perceptual cue helping them encode and process stimuli. 
Truthfulness of Advertisements 
By way of rounding off the questionnaire it was decided to probe 
respondents' perception of the truthfulness of advertising. Table 5 
summarises the findings. 
As was expected, the younger pre-operational groups tended to accept 
advertisements literally. They appeared to have one overall scheme or 
category into which a// television stimuli, programmes and advertisements, 
are slotted. Their responses are obviously coloured by the fact that such 
Table 5 
Belief in the Truthfulness of Advertisements 
Years 
4-5 6-7 8-9 10-11 12-13 Total % Boys Girls 
Sometimes 4 5 2 2 1 14 23.4 7 7 
No Belief 3 5 6 10 11 35 58.3 22 13 
Believed 5 2 4 11 18.3 6 5 
Total 60 100 35 25 
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abstract concepts as truth and falsehood are incompletely understood if at 
all. The inability of children at this stage to generalise or reason 
inductively was displayed even by those among them who distrusted 
advertisements. They tended to reason transductively from one 
advertisement they considered false to the next. 58% of all the children 
interviewed felt that advertisements definitely do not tell the truth. 
However, scepticism increased markedly as one moved up the age 
spectrum. Older children do not consider advertisements in isolation; 
most of them seem to match advertising claims against their own 
experiences as purchasers or consumers. The two older groups cited the 
profit motive extensively as the basis for their distrust while the nascent 
distrust of the 7-8 year olds seemed to stem from the more elemental 
discovery that many of the advertising world's images are not found in 
reality. 
Two overall observations warrant particular mention. Table 5 shows a 
marked difference between boys' and girls' levels of distrust; boys were 
more dubious than girls. The authors were unable to advance any 
explanation for this phenomenon although it was paralleled by greater 
vociferousness on the part of boys during most interviews. The second 
observation concerned parents. It had been expected that the views 
articulated by parents to their offspring to counter advertising impact 
would have received more explicit mention giving rise to the "Dad says 
ads aren't true" type response. However, only two children out of the 
entire sample forwarded such interpersonal reasons as the basis of their 
distrust of advertising. Two possible explanations seemed possible to 
account for this. First, parental views may have been present without 
being explicitly attributed to them for fear of ridicule from their peers 
although this was considered unlikely to be the case for the two younger 
age groups. Second, parental admonitions on advertising may be seasonal 
in character centering mainly on the pre-Christmas period. 
Conclusion 
The Irish children's market is sizeable in its own right and those wishing to 
address it should do so with a clear understanding and appreciation of its 
differentiating characteristics. The first section of this research confirmed 
this distinctness by highlighting the modes of response of a sample of 
Dublin children to a series of questions on the nature of advertising. Their 
modes of response disclosed relatively discrete sub-segments within this 
market based on different perceptual, judgemental and recall abilities. 
Strong correlations were noted between the abilities of these sub-
segments and the stages of cognitive development proposed by Piaget. 
Advertisements for younger age segments 4-6 years should ideally 
incorporate high degrees of perceptual vividness and definition. The 7-10 
year segment can cope with increasing symbolic imagery, judge 
advertising affectively-whether it is silly, funny, boring-and tend not to 
view advertisements in isolation but in relation to their own life 
experience. Thematic content is important for the senior group who 
exhibit multi-dimensional recall tempered by a healthy, embedded 
scepticism. 
In the qualitative interviews with account executives it had become 
apparent that many were either uninformed or unable to capitalise on the 
strategic benefits and target precision afforded by such a developmental 
approach to children's advertising. A range of features, isolated through 
content analysis, were found to be effective in translating these 
developmental stages into appealing advertising copy. And "appealing 
advertising" was shown by the sample to be seminal to the entire 
marketing communication process. Making children's advertising 'work' is 
clearly a multi-faceted endeavour. However, one pivotal feature of this 
endeavour, confirmed in the research, is the necessity to entertain and to 
do this in a manner that dovetails with children's cognitive development 
levels. 
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Summary 
This article examines the retail 
banking scene in Ireland under 
the shadow of 1992. The 
completion of the Internal Market 
will involve deregulation, new 
market structures and strong 
international competition. How 
should Irish banks best prepare? 
The author starts by charting the 
upheaval which has taken place in 
US retail banking since 
deregulation commenced in the 
early 1980s and argues that the 
Irish banking customer is not 
dramatically different in terms of 
his needs and expectations from 
his US counterpart. 
The retail banking environment in 
Ireland is characterised by union 
restrictions within the Associated 
Banks, strong regulation by the 
Central Bank and an innate 
customer conservatism in regard 
to credit information. All these 
factors inhibit market response on 
the part of the banks and put 
market share and profits in danger 
of erosion from competitors who 
do not face the same limitations. 
The author assesses the Critical 
Success Factors that affect retail 
banking and sets out guidelines 
for a suitable marketing response 
from the banking community. 
Banks are cautioned against new 
product proliferation. Customer 
needs should be clearly identified 
· before introducing new product 
offerings. New technology. 
particularly at the customer/firm 
interface, must be carefully 
considered. Coping with new 
client expectations and ensuring 
the crucial dimension of personal 
contact in the customer/bank 
relationship will involve a tactical 
~esponse on many levels. This will 
imply changing the ways that staff 
work and the organisation 
structure of banks. 
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MARKETING, 
MARKETING EFFORT, AND 
CUSTOMER LOYALTY IN A 
RESTRICTED ENVIRONMENT: 
IRISH RETAIL BANKING 
John M. Gwin, University of Virginia 
In a recent article in The Economist a bleak picture was painted of the 
Irish economy.1 With per capita debt three times larger than Mexico, one 
person in five unemployed, and a prime rate nearly 75% higher than that 
in the United States, it could be argued that Ireland has little to offer as a 
market for retail banking services. While the article cited above was 
technically accurate, the comparisons and explanations for the 
conditions that exist were not. In a reply to the article, Brendan Menton, 
Senior Economist for Allied Irish Banks, pointed out that, for example, 
Ireland's ability to service national debt (as a percentage of export 
earnings) was quite sound, and that some of the rationale for political 
decisions such as entry into the EMS was inaccurate. So it seems that, 
while the economy is not as healthy as might be desired, it is unlikely to 
find itself in the condition of Latin American debtor nations such as 
Brazil and Mexico. 
The Irish retail banking scene is very different from that in the United 
States. The retail market is dominated by the two major Irish banks, 
Allied Irish Banks and Bank of Ireland. These two banks combined 
represent well over 80% of the retail marketplace. The remainder of the 
market falls to the smaller competitors - primarily Northern (recently 
acquired by National Australian Bank Group and to trade as National 
Irish Bank), Ulster, and the new entrant, the Trustee Savings Bank. Entry 
into this market is restricted by Central Bank policy, and by the 
dominance of the two major institutions. The Building Societies have 
traditionally represented the major force in home mortgage sales, and in 
the acquisition of savings deposits, but that dominance is changing as 
the major banks, particularly, are aggressively competing in that market. 
Additionally, the lack of money transmission services places the Building 
Societies at a disadvantage in terms of offering the consumer a complete 
portfolio of banking services. 
Deregulation 
The US financial services industry is in a current state of flux due to the 
deregulation of the industry which began in the early 1980s. Traditionally, 
banks offered transaction accounts, term loans, and other non-real estate 
secured products. The Savings & Loan institutions (known as Thrifts) 
provided the products used in their name. Home loans and savings 
accounts were their primary offerings to the market. The tradition, then, 
was similar to the Bank/Building Society comparison in Ireland. However, 
deregulation of the United States market has brought about dramatic 
changes and a blurring of the markets traditionally served by these and 
other institutions. 
For example, Savings & Loan associations - now called Savings Banks -
offer transaction accounts, term loans, hire purchase, and other products 
which were the traditional bailiwick of the banks. At the same time, 
banks are offering home loans, savings accounts of many types, and 
other services, such as cash management, brokerage, and certain types of 
insurance products (though many banks are prohibited by regulation 
from offering life assurance). As well, there have been a number of 
developments from what were first known as "non-bank" banks - that 
is, mutual funds, brokerage houses, commercial banks, and other 
institutions which were not historical servicers of retail bank customers. 
Merrill Lynch, for example, has what is called a Cash Management 
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Account, which bundles investment counselling, brokerage services, 
mutual funds, transaction accounts (checking), and bank cards (VISA) 
together for the customer who can deposit a minimum of $25,000 in the 
account. Other organisations, such as Sears, Roebuck and Company have 
proposed a new form of financial institution called a consumer bank 
which will offer a limited set of retail products to the consumer - a sort 
of "no frills" approach to retail banking. 
In short, the United States retail banking scene is in upheaval. The 
blurring of traditional institutional markets, coupled with the allowance 
of interstate banking in several geographic regions of the US has caused 
an increasing number of bank failures, as well as increasing institution 
sizes as mergers and acquisitions melt large institutions into monolithic 
giants. An interesting sidelight to this deregulation is that, contrary to 
predictions, the number of banks in the United States has not declined 
dramatically. It seems that, for every merger or acquisition that occurs, a 
new community bank (that is, a small bank which serves a very restricted 
trade area and typically does not offer corporate banking services or 
more sophisticated retail services such as trust) springs up. 
Much the same is happening in the international arena. Citicorp, the 
largest and perhaps most aggressive bank in the United States, has made 
over 25 international acquisitions in the last several years, including 
institutions in the UK, Spain, Belgium, and Italy. As international 
restrictions on acquisition are relaxed in anticipation of the common 
European banking market set to be in place by 1992, the pace of merger 
and acquisition by multinational banks will likely increase. 
The free market that is evolving in the United States continues to be 
seen as very different from the markets that exist in Europe. The 
challenges faced by US bankers, and the pressures that exist on profits 
and market share are not perceived as the same kind of pressures likely 
to be faced by European, and particularly Irish bankers. Yet those 
conditions will exist in the very near future. What is now an insulated 
and protected environment will soon be as much a free market as is the 
market in the US. The EC has said that 1992 will mark the beginning of 
essentially free cross-border competition in what is becoming the 
"United States of Europe". As a member of the EC, Ireland and Irish 
banks will find competitive threats which they have heretofore been 
protected from. Rather than having to be concerned only with Allied 
Irish Banks and the Building Societies, the Bank of Ireland will now find 
itself threatened by NatWest, Citicorp, Credit Suisse, and Deutsche 
Banke. The question which obviously begs an answer is whether the Irish 
banks will be able to compete in a market which they are responsible for 
creating. A second question is what strategic actions will be necessary for 
a successful response to this external threat. 
Marketing and the Customer 
The Irish retail banking customer is not dramatically different in terms of 
his needs and expectations than is his US counterpart. In a study of US 
retail bank consumers2 the author discovered that the primary decision 
criterion used by US consumers in choosing a bank was that the bank 
have a personal interest in them. Next most important was that the bank 
provide friendly and efficient service. While an extensive branch 
network was considered by most banks as being the determining 
criterion, it was only fifth from a list of eight criteria in our study. There is 
evidence that the Irish consumer is similarly disposed. The TSB, which 
has only a small market share, nevertheless offers service, particularly 
opening hours, and Saturday opening, that the larger banks do not. The 
rapid growth of the market share of TSB, even though its branch network 
is only a small fraction of the size of either Allied Irish Banks or the Bank 
of Ireland, indicates that the two major banks are currently enjoying a 
spurious brand loyalty - that is, a brand loyalty that exists only so long 
as there is no substitute available. The apparent willingness of the Irish 
customer to change sources of home loans from the Building Societies 
to the banks as the banks aggressively pursue their business further 
argues that there is a considerable amount of customer loyalty in the 
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marketplace which is a function of what is available rather than what the 
customer wants. 
If the Irish customer expects similar things from his financial institutions 
that the US customer expects from his, then some valuable lessons 
already learned by US banks can be applied to the Irish market. These 
lessons and their implications for the Irish retail banks are discussed in a 
later section of this paper. 
The major issue so far as the Irish retail bank customer is concerned is 
that banks have very little empirical marketing research which gives 
them insights into exactly what the needs and wants of the consumer 
are. While the intuition of the individuals making strategic decisions for 
the banks is reasonably sound, the lack of confirmatory research adds an 
element of risk to product planning and long range strategies that is not 
present in most US banks. What the consumer actually wants and what a 
bank marketer thinks the consumer wants are often times different 
things. 
The Retail Environment 
The retail environment in which the major Irish banks function is, by and 
large, a heavily restricted one. In the first instance, the banks must deal 
with their staff through the Irish Bank Officials Association. The few US 
banks that are unionized have only trifling restrictions placed on them 
by those unions. In no case do the unions exert any control over the 
banks' ability to respond to the marketplace - that is, the unions do not 
have influence over things like opening hours, branch staffing levels, 
branch rationalization, product line, or technology. With the exceptions 
of seniority and promotion policy, the unions in US banks similarly have 
nothing to say about hiring practices. The restrictions placed on banks 
by the IBOA have a crippling effect on market response. 
As well, the Central Bank exerts regulatory influence on the major banks 
in Ireland which restrict competitive reaction and response. The major 
banks in Ireland are overregulated when compared to their foreign 
counterparts. As well, the capital requirements and tax rates are higher 
for Irish banks. Since these restrictions are applied more or less evenly 
across all the institutions, they have only a generally restrictive effect. 
However, the changes in EC regulations which will occur in 1992 will 
limit the ability of the Central Bank to regulate the market either for the 
benefit or to the detriment of any of the institutions in the market. This 
assumes, of course, that the Central Bank will not seek exemption from 
the EC regulations, especially as they affect capital movement and 
exchange control. 
Other, more general environmental issues affect the market activity of 
the banks in Ireland. For example, all US banks (and other credit granting 
institutions such as department stores and petroleum companies) have 
access to central credit bureau information on consumers. With the 
push of a button (and the permission of the consumer), a bank can 
access the complete credit history and performance of nearly any 
consumer in the United States. This means that a bank can know, from an 
objective third party source, what debts a person currently carries, what 
potential for debt that person has in terms of credit limits on revolving 
credit accounts, and what that person's debt repayment performance has 
been historically. Clearly, lending decisions are made with a great deal 
more confidence in this situation than they are in the Irish situation 
where only pay slips and experience with that customer tell much if 
anything about his credit worthiness. Even that information is often 
inaccurate, since both the major banks have customers in default at 
multiple branches. Clearly, the banks have an environmental problem 
that needs a solution. However, the Irish customer is extremely 
protective of his financial privacy, and it is difficult to imagine that the 
development of a credit bureau system like the one in the United States 
will occur in the foreseeable future. At the same time, banks can develop 
internal credit systems and information bureaus which will at least 
reduce the likelihood of multiple-branch defaults within the same bank. 
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Perhaps the most telling environmental change that has occurred is the 
intrusion of new competitors in the marketplace - new competitors that 
are freer to determine what tactics that they will employ in the 
marketplace. The only inhibiting factor which keeps the market share of 
these new competitors relatively low is their lack of a comprehensive 
branch system to service the customer base. The Trustee Savings Bank, 
which has some 5% of the domestic resources currently, has seen its 
share of the resources market grow by over 25% in the decade from 
1975-85. During the same time period the combined total of domestic 
resources held by Associated Banks (Allied Irish, Bank of Ireland, 
Northern, and Ulster) declined by over 20% from 56.5% to 44.9%. The 
decline is ever more dramatic if one goes back to 1965, when the 
Associated Banks held over 70% of domestic resources3• In an exercise 
which revealed the Critical Success Factors (for a discussion of Critical 
Success Factors, see Jenster4 ) required for retail banks in Ireland 
conducted with the MBA programme of Trinity College, TSB lacked only 
a branch system to possess the complete set of CSFs. The results of this 
exercise are presented as Table 1. Competition is nothing new in the 
Irish banking scene, but unrestricted competitors are a new issue to be 
dealt with. 
Table 1 
Critical Success Factors in Irish Retail Banks 
Critical Success Factor 
<( 
Accessible Branch System X 
Responsive Opening Hours 
Friendly Staff X 
Reasonable Lending Policies X 
Satisfactory Fees for Services X 
Responsive Officers X 
Full Range of Products X 
cc 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
cc 
<fl 
f-
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
Q) 
u 
c;:: 
0 
.... 
<J> 
0 
0... 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
Source: Author's research. This table is not presented as a statistical representation of a 
survey of Irish consumers, but it is believed to be reasonably representative of that 
group. 
From a marketing perspective, the environment in which the major 
banks in Ireland do business is restrictive, and market share and profits 
are in danger of serious erosion by competition which does not face the 
same limitations as the traditional institutions. The need for change, both 
in marketing practice and in the environment, is clear. 
Marketing Implications 
The position of the Building Societies raises an interesting consideration 
from a marketing perspective. The major disadvantage from which they 
suffer arises because of the fact that they are prevented from marketing a 
full range of services to their customers (see Table 1). Currently, service 
limitations restrict the Building Societies to being a single product 
industry. As Walsh points out, "if there is no ability to provide the range 
of services the customer wants, then competition can only be on the 
basis of price, advertising and convenience. This inevitably results in 
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paying a higher price for deposits"5. Thus Building Societies face the 
dilemma of whether to attempt to fully extend their product range and 
to develop into wide ranging financial supermarkets, or to seek to target 
appropriate new market niches where they can provide effective 
financial services - for instance, taking advantage of contact at key times 
in the customer's life, such as when a new house is being purchased, to 
market a range of products in areas such as insurance, life assurance and 
pensions. 
This tendency for banks, Building Societies (and for almost any other 
type of firm), to react to customers expressing some dissatisfaction with 
the market by offering the customers new products, needs to be 
examined. In the United States, product proliferation has long been a 
problem in the financial services industry. In one instance, a large bank 
on the East Coast found itself with no fewer than 48 different automobile 
loan products. There is no evidence that customers of this bank either 
had a need for such a portfolio of automobile loan products or 
understood the differences among them well enough to make a rational 
choice. In fact, one official of the bank commented that it was 
unreasonable to expect the consumer to make choices among products 
when the bank staff responsible for their sale didn't understand them 
well enough to explain the differences among them. 
The situation in Ireland is not so very different. While the banks tend to 
be a bit slower moving than their US counterparts, and while the Irish 
banks are considerably more conservative in the development of lending 
products especially, they still tend to react to the market with products. 
Yet, there is no strong evidence to indicate that consumers either need 
or want a proliferation of products from which to choose. In the same 
study cited above, innovativeness - a surrogate for the introduction of 
new products - was found to be a distant seventh in determinance of 
consumer choice for new institutions. In fact, there is a growing sense 
among US retail bankers that consumers actually prefer simpler, less 
sophisticated products than was thought. While consumers' knowledge 
has grown as banks have aggressively advertised and publicised the 
various ways their needs can be met, there is no evidence to indicate 
that those consumers are more able to make judgments about the 
relative merits of each product as a result of that knowledge. If the 
evidence is lacking that the introduction of new products is a way to 
increase market share, then such a strategy should be carefully 
considered before it is implemented. 
When the competitive environment changes, there is also the tendency 
on the part of the large, dominant competitor to overwhelm the smaller 
competitor with products. General Motors has tried that strategy on 
more than one occasion - and failed each time. While there has been 
some of that on the Irish scene, the innate conservatism of the major 
banks and their limited ability to respond without facing reaction from 
the IBOA has kept this strategic response to a minimum. In light of the 
comments above, there is little to suggest that this conservative 
approach to the introduction of new products is unwise. However, the 
lack of ability to do so, should evidence indicate that consumers want 
new or different ways to satisfy their financial service needs, points to a 
major competitive disadvantage that the major Irish banks must change. 
Another reaction to change is often a reliance on new technology. There 
are several industries in the US market where technology is used to 
offset non-competitiveness in some Critical Success Factor. Technology, 
and particularly technology at the customer/firm interface, has to be 
used only after a great deal of consideration for the impact of the 
technology on the consumer. In the Irish market, for example, the 
technology of the Automatic Teller Machine has been used as a 
substitute for the lack of opening hour flexibility. Even the scrip ATM 
machines used by Allied Irish Banks in some retail locations are a 
relatively poor substitute for accessibility to branch staff - an 
accessibility which new competitors can offer the consumer. While ATMs 
are relatively heavily used in Ireland, it is again the case of spurious 
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cause/effect. The Irish consumer uses the ATM because he has no 
choice, not because he prefers the ATM. 
The bottom line for the marketing implications of the existing Irish retail 
banking market is that there must be more tactical response to the needs 
and wants of the customer. The major banks in Ireland must respond not 
only to the changes in the customers' expectations, but also to the 
change in competition which is responding to those new expectations -
a change which will be more dramatic in 1992. As customers come to 
understand that what they want is available from financial service 
providers, they will exercise their freedom to seek satisfaction from new 
or stronger competitors. 
Outcomes 
The outcomes from an increased ability for tactical response are obvious. 
Of course, in the short run, there may be some change in staffing needs 
and in the job responsibilities of the staff. There may be a need to 
combine or "bundle" products, technology, and branch services in new 
ways that may, at first, be uncomfortable for staff. There may be a need to 
revise the distribution of branches and the functions that take place in 
the branches. All these things imply changing the ways that staff work, 
and changing the structure of the organization. But in the long run, the 
outcome will be an enhanced ability to respond to competitive and 
market pressures, and that will ensure the long run health of the firms. In 
order to compete, particularly with the increased competition that will 
appear at the beginning of the decade, the major banks in Ireland must 
be able and prepared to efficiently respond to the needs of the 
customers and the new competitive threats that loom on the near term 
future horizon. So long as the environment was protected, the consumer 
was trapped into accepting whatever was or could be offered. Now that 
the removal of the protection seems assured, the ability to efficiently 
respond becomes crucial. 
What will be the outcome of this increased efficiency? First, and most 
importantly, the Irish retail bank consumer will be better satisfied. The 
inclination to switch to a different (and perhaps non-Irish) financial 
institution may decline, and the inevitable market share losses that will 
initially result may be minimized. 
Second, ground lost to new competitors such as the TSB will be 
regained. Customers have no loyalty that a better solution to their 
problems cannot overcome. In spite of the nationalism and pride that 
causes Irish consumers to generally prefer things Irish, there is no small 
enmity toward the major Irish banks, and that enmity, coupled with 
superior service on the part of competitors will be reflected in increased 
switching behavior initially. Unless the Irish banks can find ways to 
adequately respond to the marketplace, there will be no way to recover 
this initial loss in market share. 
In the long run, the ability to respond to competitive pressures will result 
in more stability not only in terms of employment for bank staff, but in 
the banking industry in Ireland generally. Profits should be enhanced, 
which will result in more taxes into governmental coffers. And, 
importantly, income will remain in the country rather than being 
exported. It is in the interests of the banks themselves, the staff of the 
banks, the Irish people, and the Irish economy that responses to the 
changes that are inevitable in the environment be strategically sound 
and free from artificial restriction. 
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Summary 
Significant innovation in retailing 
usually takes place against a strong 
tide of established trade custom 
and practice. The recent growth of 
out-of-town shopping 
developments is a case in point. 
These new edge-of-town 
complexes have been prompted by 
such factors as increasing 
congestion at High Street locations, 
the escalating cost of expanding 
such stores, the space extensive 
requirements of new product 
offerings, and changing 
demographic patterns. Since 1984, 
when Marks and Spencer, the 
doyen of High Street shopping, 
announced its intention to develop 
a new generation of stores in edge 
and out-of-town locations, the 
retailing scene in the UK has been 
convulsed in what can only be 
described as 'shopping centre 
psychosis'. 
This article examines one such out-
of-town development, the planned 
construction by Marks and Spencer 
of a £20 million, 240,000 sq. ft. 
shopping complex at Sprucefield, 
on the outskirts of Belfast. This has 
stirred up considerable controversy 
and provoked vigorous opposition 
from retailers throughout the 
greater Belfast region. 
The results of a survey of shoppers 
and retailers in Lisburn, the town 
nearest the proposed complex, are 
described. Interestingly, both 
shopper and retailer see potential 
benefits to Lisburn from the new 
facility, though it is recognised that 
in order to attract spin-off business 
the town centre must become 
more marketing orientated. 
Indeed, the author concludes that 
if the current boom in out-of-town 
shopping development continues 
unabated, the marketing of 
geographical locations - town 
centres, existing shopping districts 
and so on - may emerge as a major 
focus of marketing activity in the 
next few years. 
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OUT-OF-TOWN SHOPPING 
DEVELOPMENT: A CASE 
HISTORY IN RETAIL 
INNOVATION 
Stephen Brown, University of Ulster 
Although in danger of becoming a marketing cliche, the term "retail 
revolution" encapsulates the dramatic changes that are taking place in the 
organisation, structure and location of modern retailing. Jn organisational 
terms, the multiples are expanding at the expense of the independents 
and co-operatives; in structural terms, the number of retail outlets is 
falling, though this is offset by the increased average size of the remainder; 
and in terms of location, the hegemony of the High Street is being 
challenged by the inexorable growth of edge and out-of-town shopping 
centres.1,2 
Despite the dynamic nature of retailing, retailers are a surprisingly 
conservative breed and almost every major innovation that threatens 
traditional trade practice is very stoutly resisted. Strange though it now 
seems, department stores, mail order houses, co-operative societies, chain 
stores, supermarkets, discount houses and, more recently, hypermarkets 
and superstores were all, at first, maligned, boycotted, accused of unfair 
trading and subjected to attempts to stifle their success.3 
Similarly, those individuals responsible for upsetting trade practices are 
usually outcast and deemed pariahs for treading on the toes of the retail 
establishment. To cite but three examples: William Whiteley, who 
introduced the department store concept to Britain, was burnt in effigy by 
disaffected retailers in Bayswater; Jesse Boot of Boots the (price-cutting) 
Chemist was branded an lshmaelite by his fellow pharmacists; and Frank 
Winfield Woolworth, of variety store fame, was accused of chicanery by 
outraged competitors and called "The Corsican Bandit" after a popular 
melodrama of the time. 
If retailing innovations in the past were often the work of small, dynamic 
companies led by a charismatic individual, this is less so today.4 Indeed, 
Marks and Spencer is not only one of the most innovative organisations in 
the British Isles, it is also one of the oldest and most successful. Not 
content with its entry in the Guinness Book of Records as the retailer with 
the highest record turnover per square foot in the world (in the Marble 
Arch branch), M&S is involved in a series of developments which are 
designed to carry it into the twenty-first century. These include continued 
overseas expansion, especially in the Far East; the creation of specialist 
satellite stores in lines such as children's clothing, food and furniture; a 
massive refurbishment and refitting programme for the 273 High Street 
outlets; a higher promotional profile than hitherto; and diversification 
into new product areas like financial services, household equipment and 
leisure goods.s 
Interesting as the above ventures are, many consider Marks' decision to 
go out-of-town as one of the most significant events of recent years. 
Concerned by increased congestion and the lack of car parking facilities 
in most High Streets, hampered by an inability to extend existing, land-
locked stores at an economic cost, and constrained by the space extensive 
demands of its new product mix, Marks and Spencer announced, in May 
1984, that it intended to develop a new generation of edge-of-town 
outlets. The first such store, at the Metrocentre in Gateshead, opened in 
October 1986. Another, alongside an existing Tesco superstore at 
Cheshnut, Hertfordshire, is due to open in 1988 and seven other projects 
are at various stages of development. 6 
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Although Marks' out-of-town ambitions are relatively modest at present, 
the very fact that the doyen of the High Street could contemplate such 
activity has had a catalytic effect on UK retailing. Indeed, Russell Schiller 
has described it as the most important causal factor in the recent, 
extraordinary surge in out-of-town shopping development, which has 
seen the number of proposed regional centres rise from one to forty in a 
two year period.7 Marks' decision, in short, has triggered a stampede to 
the suburbs and, not unnaturally, there is widespread concern about the 
effect of all this activity on existing town and city centres. Most 
commentators foresee inexorable decline, dereliction and the dreaded 
"hole in the doughnut" syndrome, wherein the town centre is destroyed 
by a ring of outlying shopping complexes.a,9 
Sprucefield Shopping Centre, Belfast 
Shock-horror reactions were also in evidence when Marks and Spencer 
announced plans for a 240,000 sq. ft. shopping centre at Sprucefield 
roundabout on the southern edge of the Belfast conurbation (Exhibit 1). 
Comprising a 115,000 sq. ft. company outlet and three other units of 
50,000, 45,000 and 10,000 sq. ft. the proposal was perceived by many 
retailers as "a stab in the back". Marks and Spencer, after all, had 
contributed more than most to the dramatic revitalisation of the city 
centre in the early 1980s.10 Many recalled, moreover, that the manager of 
M & S in Belfast had long been one of the city's most vociferous 
opponents of suburban shopping centre developments. 
More prosaically, the Sprucefield proposal was perceived as a serious 
threat to the livelihoods of retailers throughout the Greater Belfast region. 
Situated approximately ten miles from the city centre and 1.5 miles from 
Lisburn, a prosperous satellite town, Sprucefield is a superb strategic 
location at the intersection of the M1 and A1. The former is the major 
communications link with the west of the province and the latter is the 
main Belfast-Dublin road. Consequently, its opponents contended, Marks' 
Sprucefield development would not only tap the expenditure of the 
immediate catchment area, but it could also intercept large numbers of 
provincial shoppers on their way to the city, as well as the lucrative cross-
border trade from the Republic of Ireland, estimated at IR£250m per 
annum. 11 Several prominent retailers, furthermore, went so far as to 
Exhibit 1 
Sprucefield Shopping Centre: Location 
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predict what they termed "the nightmare scenario", whereby Marks and 
Spencer, having established Sprucefield, subsequently close its city centre 
store. As this outlet is by far the most important customer attracting 
magnet in central Belfast,12, 13 its closure could have catastrophic 
consequences for the (very many) retailers that depend upon the passing 
trade it generates. 
Responding to these criticisms, Marks and Spencer pointed out its very 
substantial investment in Northern Ireland. The company purchases 
approximately £120 million worth of Ulster made goods each year and is 
directly or indirectly responsible for the employment of 10,000 people 
throughout the province. The £20 million Sprucefield complex, moreover,· 
should create some 700 jobs in an area of high unemployment and, in any 
event the company argued, it is unlikely to have a serious impact upon 
surrounding shopping area. Up to 40% of its business will be diverted 
from the congested Belfast store and although Lisburn town centre might 
suffer some loss of trade in the short term, a significant "spin-off" from 
the proposed centre is quite possible.14 Marks and Spencer also stressed 
that it had no intention of closing its city centre store which is one of the 11  I
most successful in the entire chain. Sprucefield rather would complement : I 
its existing outlet by being primarily devoted to the sale of bulky or 11 
"roofrack" items like DIY, furnishings and electrical equipment. Ii 
Despite the company's assurances, many retailers in the centres of Belfast 
and surrounding towns remained unconvinced by the "roofrack" 
argument, noting that the new store will sell the full range of St. Michael 
merchandise in addition to the bulkier lines. Indeed, one cynic noted that 
as Marks' new range of furnishings required 28 days for delivery, roofracks 
were somewhat superflous, except perhaps for bulk buyers of underwear! 
Besides the possible impact of the centre itself, many expressed concern 
about the attractiveness of the location to other retail firms. Marks and 
Spencer is the most magnetic retail organisation in the British Isles and its 
presence in a surburban shopping complex could only encourage others 
to locate in the vicinity. Some pundits, therefore, predicted the piecemeal 
development of a massive "shopping city" on the outskirts of Belfast and 
the concomitant demise of existing shopping districts. 
Fears were frequently expressed, furthermore, that once planning 
permission was granted, the centre would not be built as planned. Instead 
of a Marks and Spencer and three bulky goods outlets, Sprucefield would 
comprise a full complement of High Street retailers as well as the anchor 
store. These concerns were compounded by a level of car park provision 
(1,708 spaces) that seemed unusually high for bulky goods retailing and 
the publication of a letter from the Secretary of State for the Environment 
which hinted that an element of High Street trading may be acceptable in 
the complex. 
Needless to say, the intervention of the Secretary of State and his tacit 
approval of the Sprucefield proposal was denounced by retailers 
throughout the Greater Belfast region. In the first instance, it was seen as 
an abrogration of the Department's previously stated determination to 
resist further edge and out-of-town shopping development in the Belfast 
Urban Area. Second and more importantly, it gave rise to a widespread 
feeling of fait accompli. Although a public inquiry was held in March 1987, 
many observers had already concluded that the centre would receive 
Ministerial blessing, irrespective of the outcome of the proceedings. This 
belief was reinforced by a series of events immediately prior to the 
inquiry. These included Marks and Spencer's decision to purchase the site 
before planning permission had been granted; Lisburn retailers' refusal to 
engage counsel for the public inquiry, delcaring it to be a waste of money 
to do so; and Recommendation 22 of the Belfast Urban Area retail study, 
which was published in February 1987.1s This warned of the dangers of 
out-of-town shopping development but concluded that there was scope 
for one such facility selling "roofrack" goods in Belfast. As this was the 
only occasion in the entire document that the "roofrack" epithet was 
employed, it was interpreted as a thinly-disguised "green light" for 
Sprucefield. 
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Thus, apprehensive as retailers were about the precise make up of the 
centre and its possible impact upon proximate shopping areas, by far the 
greatest concern surrounded the apparent politicisation of the retailing 
planning process. Despite being contrary to the Belfast Urban Area Plan, 
the Lisburn Area Plan and the Regional Physical Development Strategy 
and notwithstanding that fact that a previous application for retail use on 
the site had been rejected, the proposals for Sprucefield were welcomed 
by the Secretary of State for the Environment. As one objector stated at 
the public inquiry "there appears to be one law for Marks and Spencer 
and another for the rest". As anticipated, the Sprucefield shopping 
complex was granted planning permission in July 1987 and it is expected 
to commence trading in December 1988. 
The Lisburn Shopper and Retailer Surveys 
The debate over Sprucefield and its likely impact is a single example of the 
anxiety felt by many towns and cities facing peripheral shopping 
development. Yet despite the widespread concern, very little formal 
evidence is available about the attitudes of town centre retailers and 
shoppers to proposals for edge-of-town shopping complexes. In order to 
shed some light on this relatively unexplored area of research, the 
Department of Marketing and Business Organisation of the University of 
Ulster undertook a questionnaire survey of retailers in Lisburn, the town 
nearest to Sprucefield and the one most likely to suffer a short-term 
diversion of trade. A face-to-face survey of 502 shoppers in Lisburn town 
centre was also conducted by the Department at the same time, prior to 
the public inquiry. 
The shopper survey, based upon a systematic sample drawn at ten survey 
points in the town centre, revealed that the bulk of respondents (81%) 
lived locally and that 87% shopped in central Lisburn one or more times 
per week. Moreover, the majority of interviewees (72%) visited Belfast city 
centre quite infrequently (less than once per month), though their 
principal reason for doing so was Marks and Spencer. Two-thirds of the 
respondents reported that they usually visited Marks and Spencer on their 
shopping trips to Belfast city centre and only 12% said they never shopped 
in Marks' city centre store. 
When asked about the Sprucefield development, 88% of town centre 
shoppers were aware of the proposal and saw it as more accessible than 
the company's Belfast outlet, a potential creator of jobs and a marked 
improvement on existing shopping facilities. 83% were favourably 
disposed towards the construction of the complex. In fact, 90% said they 
were very likely or quite likely to use Sprucefield (Table 1), though the 
few who thought otherwise foresaw problems of access due to their lack 
of car ownership. However, as the company hopes to arrange a bus 
service from the town centre to the new development, this problem 
should not arise in practice. 
Table 1 
Shopper Survey: Attitudes to and Perceived Usage of the Sprucefield Centre 
Attitudes Usage 
N % N % 
In favour 413 82.3 Very likely 341 67.9 
Opposed 12 2.4 Quite likely 110 21.9 
Indifferent 76 15.1 Not very likely 50 10.0 
N/A 1 0.2 N/A 1 0.2 
Total 502 100.0 Total 502 100.0 
The retailer survey employed the 'drop and collect' technique of 
questionnaire delivery.16 All 236 retail service outlets in Lisburn town 
centre were approached and, after a maximum of two recalls, 85% of the 
hand delivered, self-completion questionnaires were collected. A small 
number of returns were incomplete or unusable and were excluded from 
further analysis, giving an effective response rate of 83%. This is 
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comfortably in excess of most surveys of retail organisations. The results 
reveal the surprising fact that when asked, "how do you feel about the 
proposed Marks and Spencer shopping development at Sprucefield?", the 
majority of town centre retailers were sympathetically inclined: 53% were 
in favour, 32% were opposed and the remainder (15%) were indifferent to 
the facility. Those in favour felt that it would attract shoppers from all over 
Northern Ireland, some of whom would venture into the nearby town 
centre to complete their shopping expedition. Lisburn would thus benefit 
from this "spin-off" trade. Opponents of the centre, however, were 
equally adamant that the construction of Sprucefield, with its free car 
parking, covered mall, extended opening hours and the customer 
attracting cachet of Marks and Spencer, could only result in the diversion 
of existing trade and, consequently, cause the decline of the town centre. 
In addition to their views on the proposed shopping complex, 
respondents were asked to assess its possible impact on Lisburn town 
centre in general and their own retail outlet in particular. The perceived 
need, if any, for a competitive response to the Sprucefield complex and 
the form this should take were also examined. As Table 2 demonstrates, 
most retailers thought that the centre would have a slightly beneficial 
effect on Lisburn town centre, but believed it would have little or no 
influence on themselves. Indeed, very few respondents (15%) felt it would 
be necessary to alter their operation in any way in order to compete with 
Sprucefield. However, many more (62%) held the view that Lisburn town 
centre should take appropriate steps to either hold on to existing trade or 
stimulate spin-off business from the new facility. Suggested actions 
included the introduction of six day trading, late opening, promotional 
campaigns and various forms of environmental enhancement. But the 
most common recommendation was the improvement of car parking 
facilities and access roads, especially those between the town centre and 
Sprucefield roundabout (Table 3). 
Table 2 
Retailer Survey: Perceived Impact of Sprucefield Shopping Centre 
Impact on Lisburn Impact on Own 
Town Centre 
N % N 
Very Detrimental 44 22.3 26 
Slightly Detrimental 41 20.8 34 
No Effect 13 6.6 78 
Slightly Beneficial 60 30.5 41 
Very Beneficial 37 18.8 13 
N/A 2 1.0 5 
Total 197 100.0 197 
Table 3 
Retailer Survey: Changes Lisburn Town Centre Must Make in Order 
to Compete with Sprucefield 
Change 
Improve Access (new roads, car parking, etc) 
Promotional Campaign (advertising, late opening) 
Improve Variety and Quality of Shops 
Existing Retailers Must Become More Competitive 
Environmental Improvements 
Total 
41 
N 
51 
30 
20 
16 
11 
128 
Business 
% 
13.2 
17.3 
39.6 
20.8 
6.6 
2.5 
100.00 
% 
39.8 
23.4 
15.6 
12.5 
8.6 
100.0 
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Discussion 
Although it was primarily an exploratory exercise, the results of the 
Lisburn surveys are significant in several respects. In the first instance, they 
demonstrate that the prospect of an out-of-town centre anchored by 
M & S is not anathema to the majority of town centre shoppers and 
shopkeepers. The views of the former are hardly surprising, given the 
popularity of Marks and Spencer and the convenience of the new 
complex for local residents. But the support of the retail community is 
contrary to received wisdom which portrays shopping out-of-centre as the 
scourge of the High Street. This divergence from expectation, however, is 
largely attributable to the location and nature of the proposed complex. 
Situated at the hub of the Northern Ireland road network, Sprucefield 
should attract shoppers from a wide catchment area, much wider than 
Lisburn centre enjoys at present. The complex, furthermore, will deal 
mainly in comparison merchandise, which, as the name implies, is 
traditionally associated with "shopping around" (comparing the offerings 
of a number of outlets before purchase). Shoppers, therefore, will have 
every incentive to continue their comparison activity in Lisburn town 
centre, though it remains to be seen whether they will avail themselves of 
the opportunity. Indeed, the anticipated influx of shoppers from the 
Republic of Ireland is unlikely to materialise. In March 1987, the Irish 
government introduced measures to staunch the flow of cross-border 
trade. By sharply cutting duty-free allowances for international travellers 
whose stay outside the Irish Republic lasts less than 48 hours, it effectively 
ended shopping day trips to Northern Ireland. The measures, however, 
are contrary to EC law and are being challenged in the European Court. 
Another significant aspect of the retailer survey is the feeling among 
respondents that the Sprucefield shopping centre will have relatively little 
impact - either positive or negative - on them and that alterations to 
their methods of doing business will be unnecessary. Although care must 
be taken when interpreting findings of this nature, they are not 
incompatible with Dawson's crisis-response model of retail change.17 This 
contends that when new forms of retailing appear, competitive reactions 
to it pass through four stages: shock, defensive retreat, acknowledgement 
and adaption. The shock phase is characterised by a dismissive attitude to 
the new development; defensive retreat by attempts to impede its 
progress; acknowledgement by the introduction of positive counter-
measures; and adaption by the resolution of the conflict and the 
restoration of the competitive equilibrium. The views expressed by many 
retailers in Lisburn town centre ("it won't affect me") are quite compatible 
with the shock phase of the model, though evidence of the remainder of 
the process must await future monitoring exercises. 
If respondents are surprisingly sanguine about the impact of Sprucefield on 
themselves, they are no less convinced that Lisburn town centre will have 
to improve its offerings in order to compete with Marks' proposed 
complex. This parallels the response of town centres elsewhere in the 
United Kingdom when challenged by out-of-town competitors 18 ,19 and it 
highlights perhaps the major benefit arising from the advent of shopping 
out-of-town - the adoption of a marketing orientation by existing town 
and city centres. Faced for the first time with a serious rival, a range of 
measures designed to woo the modern shopper are introduced -
reduced car parking charges, mother and baby facilities, promotional 
campaigns, additional toilets, telephones and public seating arrangements 
and so on. In this respect at least, out-of-town shopping centres represent 
a stimulus not a threat to town and city centres. Indeed, the air of 
competitive rivalry thus engendered may serve to expand the market, at 
least in the short term, rather than re-distribute existing expenditure, as is 
commonly supposed in traditional models of shopping centre impact. 20 It 
is arguable, therefore, that Marks and Spencer's decision to go out-of-
town has - ultimately - done everyone a favour. 
Conclusion 
In May 1984, Marks and Spencer announced that it was seeking to 
develop a new generation of stores in edge and out-of-town locations. 
This decision had been prompted by such considerations as increasing 
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congestion at High Street locations, the growing cost of expanding such 
stores and the space extensive requirements of a new product mix. Since 
then, the retailing scene in the United Kingdom has been convulsed in 
what can only be described as shopping centre psychosis. 
Although Northern Ireland is well used to psychosis, it is not normally 
associated with shopping centre development. However, Marks and 
Spencer's decision to build a 240,000 sq.ft. shopping complex at 
Sprucefield roundabout, on the outskirts of Belfast, stirred up 
considerable controversy and provoked vigorous opposition from retailers 
throughout the Greater Belfast region. Despite the outcry, a questionnaire 
survey revealed that most shoppers in Lisburn, the centre nearest the 
proposed complex, believe the new facility will bring numerous benefits 
to the town in the form of jobs and improved shopping opportunities. 
Town centre retailers also feel that the proposed complex will generate 
additional trade for the locality, though they recognise that in order to 
attract spin-off business the town centre must become more marketing 
orientated than hitherto. Indeed, if the current boom in out-of-town 
shopping development continues unabated, the marketing of 
geographical locations - town centres, existing shopping districts and so 
on - may emerge as a major focus of marketing activity in the next few 
years. 
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Summary 
Social class is assumed to be a 
crucial determinant in consumer 
behaviour. This conviction 
continues to surface in marketing 
literature despite the disparate 
social class measures which obtain 
on both sides of the Atlantic. Most 
previous research has focused on 
purchase and consumption 
behaviour across social class 
segments at the generic product 
class level. This article attempts to 
shift this emphasis somewhat by 
narrowing the focus of attention 
onto specific brands within the 
same product class. 
A further novel dimension is that 
perceived rather than actual social 
class usage is correlated with 
individual brand purchase. Such a 
perspective stems from the 
conviction that consumers' 
perception of the classes they 
imagine would purchase a 
particular brand is as important 
fro m a marketing viewpoint as the 
social classes who actually 
purchase it. 
The authors' research 
demonstrates that consumers do 
associate brands of products and 
services with specific social classes. 
This perceived association 
between branded products and 
social class segments may have 
important managerial implications 
in areas such as product 
positioning and designing 
marketing communications and 
distribution strategies. 
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PERCEIVED SOCIAL CLASS 
APPEALS OF BRANDED GOODS 
Kjell Gr0nhaug, University of Illinois 
Paul S. Trapp, Valparaiso University 
This paper explores whether brand images reflect beliefs about social 
class usage patterns. This question is important as competition takes 
place at the brand level. Perceptions, beliefs and thus brand images 
reflect individuals' reality constructions influencing their market place 
behaviour. 
Social Class 
Social class is assumed to be a crucial determinant in describing, 
explaining and predicting consumption and purchase behaviours as 
reflected in most consumer behaviour textbooks (Assael 1984; Robertson 
et al. 1984). In every society, individuals are ranked in a hierarchical order 
according to prestige based on specific attributes. A social class can be 
defined as a "stratum of people with roughly similar ranking in the 
particular community or society" (Berelson and Steiner 1964, p. 459). 
Social class belongingness of an individual is learned through 
socialization. Through observation and social interaction the individual 
develops categories for various social classes, and s/he learns how to 
group other people into various class segments. 
A variety of measures have been developed to capture social prestige 
and social class. Warner et al. (1960) developed a widely used composite 
measure based on type of occupation, source of income and dwelling 
area. As society changes the class system may change as well, and new 
classification schemes have been proposed to capture the changing class 
structure (see Coleman 1983 for overview). 
Social class attributes are related to economic and other resources. 
Attitudes, values and activities are also assumed to vary across the 
various social classes. Due to differences in attitudes, values, and 
activities, social class is also believed to reflect life style, or, as stated by 
Muyers and Gutman (1974): " ... social class variations are variations in life 
style" (p. 235). Social class belongingness has bee n found to influence 
consumption and purchase behaviour. Research has demonstrated that 
expenditure patterns and saving behaviour (Martineau 1958), preference 
and taste (Levy 1959), shopping behaviour and attitudes towards stores 
and shopping (Rich and Jain 1968), use of financial services (Mathews and 
Slocum 1969), and the making of purchasing decisions vary across social 
class segments (Komarovsky 1961 ). 
The majority of previous research on social class and buyer behaviour 
related to allocation of expenditures, purchase, and consumption 
behaviour at the product group level. Most firms, however, are offering 
and differentiating their products at the brand level to attract consumers 
and gain competitive advantages. 
Perceived Benefits 
Products and services are purchased by consumers to satisfy needs 
Needs are shaped into wants and demands through various social 
influences such as marketing activities, the consumption environment 
experienced by the individual and through observations of others. An 
important question is whether products and services at the brand level 
are associated with specific social classes. Do brand images reflect beliefs 
about social class usage patterns? This question is particularly important 
when there are multiple offerings in a product category with similar core 
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Summary 
This article reflects on a new book 
entitled High Visibility - the 
professional guide to celebrity 
marketing which examines the 
celebrity industry and the 
marketing strategies pursued 
therein. The celebrity 
phenomenon is put in context 
from both the sociological and 
economic perspective and the 
'pygmalion principle' wherein 
unknown talent is transformed 
into celebrity is critically 
examined. The sectors within 
which celebrities employ 
marketing principles range from 
the obvious areas of 
entertainment and sports to the 
Jess obvious areas of the 
professions and academia. An 
industry increasingly sophisticated 
in its usage of marketing has 
established itself as a natural 
adjunct to the emergence of the 
celebrity. Particular attention is 
paid to the delivery systems 
through which the celebrity is 
placed before the market and the 
public relations activity concerned 
with embellishing celebrity image. 
The question of talent and ability 
as an ingredient of success is 
assessed and the peculiarities of 
people as products are discussed 
in terms of implications for 
marketing. As an obvious 
outgrowth of these issues, the 
ethics of celebrity marketing are 
addressed. 
Copyright© 1988 Irish Marketing Review 
HIGH VISIBILITY -
CELEBRITIES, MARKETING 
AND IMAGE-MAKING 
John A. Meenaghan, University College Dublin 
The position of the celebrity in the Western pop and plastic culture is 
truly well established and the satisfying of society's fascination with the 
celebrity is increasingly assisted and rendered international via modern 
telecommunications. Celebrity, which is largely a 20th century 
phenomenon, can perhaps be attributed to factors such as the 
secularisation of Western society and the human need for transcendence 
and aspiration, as well as the internationalisation of sport and popular 
culture via the mass media with which celebrity maintains a symbiotic 
relationship. In this regard, High Visibilit~ the professional guide to 
celebrity marketing by Rein, Kotler and Stoller1 is first and foremost a 
timely publication. In attempting to capture the marketing essence of the 
celebrity phenomenon, the authors are to be commended. 
This book, which examines the application of marketing principles to the 
celebrity industry in the USA, is likely to evoke comment from 
practitioners of celebrity marketing who may feel that the application of 
science removes much of the panache and dash with which they have 
functioned to date. Indeed, much of the terminology proposed by the 
authors, such as 'audience intensity ladders', 'charisma engineering', and 
so on is likely to require some practitioner decoding. 
The application of marketing to celebrity may also cause a few raised 
eyebrows among some marketing practitioners and academics alike. 
However, such a reaction must be set in perspective. The history of the 
development of marketing thought is marked by rear-guard actions by 
traditionalists. In the 1950s, the emerging area of services was deemed 
inappropriate for the application of marketing principles by those who 
felt that such principles should merely be applied to tangible.products.2 
The meta-marketing schism of the late '60s provoked by Kotler and Levy3 
proposed a broadened application of marketing principles beyond the 
traditional areas of goods and services (by then accepted) to areas such 
as religion, politics, social ideas, and persons. The ensuing rear-guard 
action4 was quickly brushed aside. The current application of marketing 
principles to the marketing of celebrities is merely a continuation of a 
direction pointed out by Kotler and Levy in 1969. Despite the ever 
broadening application of marketing principles, one can almost 
anticipate the uneasy response of traditionalists who will question the 
application of marketing principles to the 'flimsy' area of celebrity, 
perhaps on the grounds that these are not 'real' products, but mere saps 
to the whims of the fickle minded. 
Celebrity in Context 
Before proceeding to a more in-depth review of this book, it is important 
to place the celebrity phenomenon in context. Throughout its history 
society has sought to elevate key figures to celebrity status. In ancient 
times these heroes were generals, orators, politicians and later, poets, 
artists and musicians. They reflected the values of the societies which 
created them. In today's society, successful business people, musicians, 
sports stars, media personalities and actors are our celebrities. The 
authors' comment is this regard are apposite. "The elevation of glamour, 
clothes, fast living and sexual escapades, to a position of honour ... raises 
as many questions about our individual ethics as it does about society's''.5 
While not implying that such behaviour is representative of all 
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The Network Approach 
to Marketing 
be network adaptive and/or network changing. Furthermore, ~trategies 
can be internally oriented, or externally oriented, according to Mattsson. 
For example, in the first type of strategy, the firm uses mostly internal R & 
D activities for its product development. In the second type, the firm co-
ordinates its R & D activities with those of other firms. Strategies can also 
be homogeneous or heterogeneous by nature. A firm with a 
homogeneous strategy has a standardised approach to its relationships, 
while a firm with a more heterogeneous strategy handles its relationships 
in a less similar way. 
With respect to the firm's strategy, some major conclusions include the 
following. ~j[jJly, the firm must recognise its dependency on external 
participants and continuously gather knowledge about its network. 
Secondly, the firm's internal resources are important in strategy processes, 
bufmainly with respect to how they are coupled with external resources. 
Thus, the firm's dependency on resources must be handled in an 
exchange perspective. Thirdly, several internal functions are related to 
different parts of the environment. This means that different functions 
have opportunities to engage in exchange with the environment. Thus, 
'marketing' activities are too important to be left in the hands of the 
marketing/sales department. Marketing activities concern the 
management of relationships, a process where several departments have 
to take part. 
Markets as Networks - Recent Studies 
Researchers, whose background is in research into industrial purchasing 
and marketing behaviour, distribution systems and internationalisation of 
industrial firms, have developed a framework for describing markets as 
networks. The framework has been described in several studies and 
articles during the 1980s. Implications for marketing activities have also 
been described in this context. The approach is developed in a general 
way in Hagg and Johanson (1982) and in Hammarkvist, Hakansson and 
Mattsson (1984). More recent publications, whose titles reflect the range 
of issues being addressed in the network approach, include Mattsson 
(1985); "An application of a network approach to marketing: defending 
and changing positions", Hakansson (1987); Industrial Technological 
Development -A Network Approach and Gadde and Mattsson (1987); 
"Stability and change in network relationships". 
Further efforts to develop the network approach can also be found in a 
number of doctoral dissertations in preparation. Among the areas being 
studied are, for example, after sales markets, joint ventures, transport 
systems, motor vehicle distribution and innovation processes. The 
development of this body of research and thought will continue to 
deepen our understanding of how markets operate. It challenges the 
traditional hegemony of the competitive model of market structure by 
focusing on the extensive co-operative dimensions of market networks. 
Without doubt it provides new insights into how marketing best functions 
in business enterprise. 
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The concept of cooperating to develop overseas markets is not new. 
Previous programmes, notably in the footwear and clothing sectors, have 
met with little success. The reasons for this are broadly two-fold: first, a 
lack of clearly defined member company and group objectives, and 
second, a lack of clearly defined operating procedures. Understanding 
these difficulties and their fundamental importance to group 
programmes is the key to successfully promoting group marketing as an 
effective export development strategy. 
The Concept 
Group marketing occurs where three or more companies supplying 
non-competing products or services agree to coordinate and share the 
cost of their export marketing activities in order to enter a specific target 
market. (In this paper the term cooperative is used interchangeably with 
group). As a strategy for the development of SMEs, group marketing is 
attractive. It addresses some of the fundamental weaknesses of the small 
firm, for example, its size and limited financial and managerial resources. 
It offers a strategy which concentrates on a collective strength, thereby 
providing the SME with some of the advantages of the larger firm. The 
'benefits' offered through a group approach include: 
• Reduced marketing costs 
• New market outlets 
• Closer market contacts with end users and agents 
• Improved marketing standards 
• Improved production/packaging standards 
• More accurate and frequent market feedback 
Other benefits offered through the cooperative avenue include 
improved purchasing power, increased financial security and greater 
confidence amongst the individual firms. However, joint export 
marketing groups are not an end in themselves. Rather they are a means 
to other objectives, namely: 
• Increased efficiency in exporting 
• Greater penetration of foreign markets, especially for non-traditional 
export goods 
• Greater long-term security in exporting 
• Improved profitability on export deliveries 
• Rapid entry into exporting for new industries or for older industries 
new to exporting 
While benefits exist so do 'barriers' to group marketing. These should 
not be underestimated. They include: 
• Attitudinal problems with group structures 
• Lack of awareness of the benefits of a group approach 
• Limited understanding of group inter-relationships 
• Reluctance to change established marketing structures 
• Preference to remain small and independent 
Development in Ireland 
The need for improved marketing amongst SMEs in Ireland has been 
chronicled in a number of reports including the Consultative Committee 
on Marketing's report on Ireland and Marketing published in 1984. The 
report highlighted the inadequacies of SMEs in terms of marketing 
expertise and suggested a number of recommendations including the 
further development of group marketing programmes for export 
development. 
Since the White Paper on Industrial Policy was published in 1984, the 
Irish Export Board has succeeded in establishing some 25 groups 
targeted primarily at the UK and North American markets. These groups 
have comprised three or more companies producing complementary 
but non-competing products. In the majority of cases the groups have 
adopted a shared sales executive strategy whereby the cost of hiring an 
experienced sales executive in the market place is shared within the 
groups and they also receive a contribution from the Export Board 
against a levy return on sales. Most SMEs, due to their size, suffer from a 
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Summary 
The marketing challenge facing 
Irish firms arising from the 
completion of the internal market 
in 1992 is examined in the context 
of global competition and the need 
for a strategic marketing response. 
Using company level data drawn 
from local and international 
sources, success factors for 
corporate survival in international 
markets are identified. These 
success factors are matched against 
the responses of Large Scale 
Indigenous Companies, Foreign 
Owned Companies and Small and 
Medium Enterprises operating in 
Ireland on the basis of an 
internationalisation effectiveness 
scale. Firms in the three categories 
are shown to be deficient in many 
respects. Public policy initiatives to 
select and support growth firms 
attempt to redress a number of 
these problems but fail to 
distinguish between corporate and 
entrepreneurial survival and 
growth, making it difficult to pick 
winners, which directly influences 
employment and profitability. A 
separation of macro environmental 
and company based initiatives must 
be made. The latter include 
marketing responses at the 
company level. The required 
marketing response consisting of a 
series of initiatives in the areas of 
product-market development, cost 
competitiveness, company growth 
factors and marketing 
professionalism to meet the 
challenge of 1992 are analysed for 
their value to Irish firms. Only firms 
which determine appropriate 
strategic growth paths that include 
an international marketing 
dimension are likely to survive and 
grow. 
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THE MARKETING 
CHALLENGE OF 1992 
M. Frank Bradley, University College Dublin 
Among the more significant responses by successful companies 
worldwide to the removal of protective barriers and globalisation of 
markets has been the almost frenetic search for new ways of entering and 
staying in foreign markets. The strategic concern lies in seeking ways of 
establishing effective equity and non-equity ways of entering and 
developing foreign markets through exporting, foreign direct investment 
and corporate alliances based on joint ventures and licensing. For many 
firms, some or all of these approaches to competing in international 
markets represent new challenges and opportunities. 
The challenge in a competitive environment is corporate survival and the 
opportunity is growth through internationalisation. A new boost for the 
internationalisation of European firms occurred in 1985 with the 
publication of the EC White Paper on lndu_strial Policy, Completing the 
Internal Market. The signing of the Single European Act in 1987 has given 
additional impetus to this process. The question now facing managers is to 
what extent are they preventing the development and growth of their 
firms by adhering to the delusion of protected domestic markets instead 
of adapting to a changing world which is becoming increasingly 
international. 
This paper attempts to examine some of these questions and shows that it 
is important for managers to think and behave strategically and to operate 
effectively, however difficult that might seem. As a second theme the 
paper examines the impact of completing the internal EC market and 
outlines the threats and opportunities associated with the completion of 
the internal market in the EC in 1992. Under these circumstances firms 
must deal with rapid change calling for new strategic thinking, and they 
must also deal with discontinuity in the marketing environment which 
requires a radical examination of the company resource base. Finally, the 
paper outlines the required marketing response for company survival and 
growth in international markets. Aspects of this paper were presented at a 
conference held at University College Dublin (Bradley 1987). 
THE MARKETING CHALLENGE 
Competitiveness for the firm refers to its ability to increase earnings by 
expanding sales and/or profit margins in the market in which it competes 
to defend market position in the next round of competition as products 
and processes evolve. Competitiveness is almost synonymous with a firm's 
long-run profit performance relative to its rivals. An analogue exists at the 
national level, but it is much more complicated (Cohen, et al 1984). 
A nation's competitiveness is the degree to which it can produce goods 
and services that meet the test of international markets while 
simultaneously expanding the real incomes of its people. International 
competitiveness at the national level is based on superior productivity 
performance and the economy's ability to shift to high productivity 
activities, which in turn can generate high levels of real wages. 
Competitivenes is associated with rising living standards, wealth, 
expanding employment opportunities, and the ability of a country to 
maintain its international obligations. It is the country's ability to stay 
ahead technologically and commercially in those product-markets likely 
to constitute a larger share of world consumption and value added in the 
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antiquated idea that prosperity derives from protected markets. For many 
European firms this means large organisational changes while for others it 
means cross-border alliances to create global companies. A typical 
,organisational response arises when firms observe the growth of EC 
markets and the new ease in advertising across borders. Under such 
circumstances it makes sense to switch from country based subsidiaries to 
a system organised along product lines. The recent spate of organisational 
change in many of the world's largest marketing companies is evidence of 
this phenomenon (International Herald Tribune 1987). The new 
organisational structure would require multilingual product line managers 
sensitive to cultural differences. These kinds of change are already 
beginning to occur in Europe and their impact in this country is manifest 
especially on the management of foreign owned firms. It will be difficult 
for policy makers and executives in development agencies to counteract 
the inevitable impact these pressures will have on the product portfolio of 
foreign companies establishing or expanding in Ireland. 
European firms have, therefore, become more international in the past 
decade and rnntinue to do so. Internationalisation of the European firm 
has arisen through a unique combination of management strategies and 
tactics (International Management 1986). The ways in which successful 
European firms achieve international status is through a concentration on 
a six stage process (Figure 1). 
Figure 1 
Successful European Firms Achieve International Status in Six Steps 
1 Increased efforts to foster a global corporate image 
2 International alliances to expedite the acquisition of new technologies, products 
and new foreign markets 
3 Sourcing more products and components from foreign firms 
4 Increased foreign market budgets 
5 Customising products to specific foreign markets 
6 Changing the international executive's work habits to shorten his/her learning 
curve for going international through: 
- improving fluency in at /east one foreign language 
- more frequent foreign travel 
- reading more foreign publications 
- attending more foreign conferences 
- greater use of worldwide telecommunications 
Source: International Management (1986) 
Other studies have reported that the most striking differences between 
high performance European firms and average companies are not just 
their professed commitment to high scores on strategic values but rather 
the emphasis these firms give to implementation. For high performance 
firms five factors were found to be highly correlated with success, the 
most important being quality (Figure 2). 
Figure 2 
Success Factors for High Performance European Firms* 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
Quality of product/service 
Efficient technology 
Efficient marketing systems 
Ability to recognise market gaps 
Effective educational programmes 
*Ranked in order of importance 
Source: Adapted from International Management (1986) 
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The Marketing Challenge of 1992 Contrary to the conventional wisdom that perceives finance a§the 
primary factor behind corporate success, marketing factors tend to be 
more critical among high performance firms. Perhaps the frequent 
complaint by Irish firms about the lack of finance should be read as a 
symptom of a problem arising under one of the above headings rather 
than as a shortage of finance. 
CORPORATE RESOURCE BASE IN IRELAND 
Corporate independence and national growth will, to a large extent, 
depend on the kind of firm which is encouraged to compete in the 
environment discussed above. The kind of firm promoted in Ireland, or ' 
more precisely, the portfolio of firms which have evolved, is not 
particularly suited to international competition. Three types of firm have 
evolved; the large scale indigenous firm, the small enterprise, and the 
new foreign owned firm (Bradley, Hession and Murray 1985). Research 
work in the Centre of International Marketing Studies at University 
College Dublin has attempted to classify firms in Ireland according to their 
position on an internationalisation scale. The basis of classification is the 
evaluation of firms on four factors specifically related to international 
markets: competitive advantage, managerial aspirations, management 
expectations, and organisational commitment. It is well documented that 
success in international markets depends on how well firms respond to 
these four sets of factors (Bradley 1987; Cavusgil and Nevin 1981; Johanson 
and Vahlne 1977; Mitchell and Bradley 1986; Wiedersheim-Paul, Olson 
and Welch 1978). 
Internationalising Large Scale Enterprises 
The large scale indigenous firms (LSls) are, by and large, bureaucratic, 
inward looking and unable or unwilling to respond to the new 
international competition of the 1990s. Many of these firms operate in low 
cost industries which will be difficult to defend in the longer term against 
competition from low cost competitors and aggressive marketing 
companies seizing on the opportunities presented by the completion of 
the EC internal market. Many LSls do not possess the management 
capacity nor resources required for strategic development. It is estimated 
that only one-third of the 600 firms of medium and large scale have 
significant potential to grow in internationally traded markets 
(Department of Industry and Commerce 1986, 40). 
The competitive advantage of many large scale indigenous companies 
appears to be based on mature products, domestic markets, old 
technology, weak marketing skills, inadequate product-market 
information, and irrelevent business experience. Managerial aspirations in 
these firms reflects a myopic view of marketing, a domestic orientation, 
supply conditioning and strong motivational barriers resulting in a 
tyrannical short-run view. Management expectations among the LSls 
reflect a lack of experience and low profit expectations, high risk 
perceptions, and lack of adequate market information leading to 
opportunistic marketing behaviour. Finally, the commitment to develop 
the organisation for internationalisation, must take place in the absence of 
the necessary strategic resources, marketing skills, and a dedicated 
marketing organisation since there has been little investment in foreign 
markets or marketing (Figure 3). 
Internationalising foreign Owned Enterprises 
Foreign owned enterprises (FOs), on the other hand, are expected to 
continue to grow and survive on international markets. These firms, 
however, respond to management dictates and competitive factors 
located outside the national economic system. Investment in these firms is 
not influenced by factors within the firm but by determinants outside the 
country. In recent years the competition for mobile foreign investment 
has increased while the amounts available have declined. Majority owned 
foreign firms in 1986 accounted for 40 percent of all manufacturing 
employment in Ireland; it was much higher for chemicals, metals and 
engineering. US high technology companies dominate the foreign 
activity: 39 percent of all foreign firms in 1986 (Fitzpatrick 1987). 
Consequently, economic activity in the US, UK and Germany has a greater 
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The Marketing Challenge of 1992 production/sales orientation. Management expectations are mixed, 
unrealistic, based on a lack of market information and an unawareness of 
market requirements. Finally, organisational commitment is usually to\ally 
inadequate and below the critical mass threshold. These firms are often 
unaware of this deficiency and, therefore, do not attempt to provide 
adequate marketing investme·nt and operate with almost no market 
investment (Figure 3). 
Capacity to Internationalise is Weak 
A detailed empirical analysis of the four groups of factors for firms in each 
of the three groups along the lines discussed above would determine the, 
capacity of firms in each group to internationalise. Such an analysis would 
lead to a profile of firms in Ireland in regard to the extent to which they 
have reached the critical mass required for successful internationalisation 
-{Attiyeh and Wenner 1981). On the basis of research carried out at 
University College Dublin on different sets of firms and by drawing 
inferences from published studies, a judgemental index of the capacity to 
internationalise was developed using the four indicators discussed above. 
The results of this analysis indicate that most firms have not reached the 
critical mass threshold required for successful internationalisation 
(Figure 4). 
In order to reach the critical mass required for successful 
internationalisation the firm is required to invest proportionately more in 
managerial capacity, especially marketing capacity. Only when the firm . 
reaches the critical mass threshold is there a significant pay-off in terms of 
internationalisation level actually reached. This is shown by the rapidly 
rising slope in the data in the lower left corner of the diagram: low pay-off 
investment in capacity; followed by a relatively flat part in the data; high 
pay-off for additional investment in managerial capacity. Firms are 
encouraged to invest sufficiently in marketing and managerial capacity to 
internationalise so that they reach the critic:;al mass threshold. 
A number of firms in each category have, however, reached the critical 
mass and are active and well established in the international arena and 
compete there quite successfully. These firms have demonstrated their 
ability to internationalise by engaging in foreign direct investment of 
various kinds, e.g. Smurfits, CRH and Glen Dimplex, to name some of the 
better known. They do so by using their high calibre management 
expertise abroad. In addition to these firms there is an increasing number 
of new firms which view international markets in strategic terms and 
accept foreign opportunities as the best way of achieving corporate 
Figure 4 
Internationalisation Profile of Firms in Ireland 
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Asset Position of i:irms in Ireland 
Services 
Industrial 
Consumer 
100 + 
All firms 
* Score: 
Behavioural 
Orientation 
1.86 
1.90 
1.68 
1.90 
1.98 
1.95 
1.85 
2.05 
1.90 
1.85 
Scores* 
2J8 
2,54 
2.07 
2.22 
2.39 
1.84 
1.93 
2.18 
2]0 
2.22 
Performance: 1 = poor; 2 = moder.:He; 3,.;: good; 4 = excellent 
** LSls = Scale Firm5; Stv1Es::: SmaH Scale Enterprise; 
ro~ Owned 
the Consultative Committee on :via, Keun~ 
from major sectors and all sizes of 
2.18 
2.52 
2.26 
2.16 
2.45 
2.45 
2.09 
2.22 
2.56 
2.44 
The computations and interpretation are those of the author. 
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individual consumers basically depends on cognitive and affective factors12 
and the influence of these differs across national boundaries. This means 
that consumers vary across countries according to their access to 
information, their needs and their processing capacity.13 Thus for the same 
product, involvement levels affecting receptivity to advertising vary from 
country to country.14 But, where the consumer response patterns are 
shown to be similar, some standardisation of advertising properties, such 
as logo, slogan and so on, may be adopted. The information function 
stands at the forefront of cognition, the only valid instrument for 
launching and assessing change in the position of an existing brand. 
Where consumer response patterns are shown to be similar, some 
standardisation of cross-national marketing strategies may be adopted, 
preferably on a market-by-market basis rather than on the assumption 
that a homogeneous world market can be broken down into units. For, 
according to Levitt, there is a tendency for the world's needs and desires 
to be irrevocably homogenised, because technology has homogenised the 
globe. Copy testing should be utilised to decide which attributes are 
cross-cultural. The appropriate means of testing will vary from market to 
market and country to country. It is the view of Meffert,14 that the forces 
of adaptation to local conditions are sometimes too strong in the creative 
and media sectors, for which reasons he has proposed the development 
of differentiated strategies. With all reservations in relation to the 
generality of empirical studies, the following motto may be applied: As 
much standardisation as possible and as much differentiation as necessary. 
At this point it should be noted that the cost degression, which can be 
obtained by standardisation, is sometimes so significant that loss of 
revenues from abroad can be offset. 
Tradefirms. Independent advertising measures, directed at 
tradefirms/wholesalers/distributors, are nowadays gaining in importance 
in many countries, a fact which exerts considerable influence on a firm's 
overall cross-national advertising strategy. Tradefirms and wholesalers are 
also nowadays becoming increasingly reluctant to submit to the objectives 
of producers. Producers are no longer the only ones involved in the 
decision-making process of the distribution system. Power positions also 
vary from country to country.15 These varying situations exert an important 
influence on the presentation of information through advertising. 
Internal Conditions 
Product. The product does not have the same importance for advertising 
strategy in each country, because, inter alia, differences exist in 
consumption patterns across countries.16 In countries where it is a low-
market-share product in a high-growth industry (problem child),17 the 
main objective is to maintain audience attention and to become well-
known. In the product-life-cycle model the product is placed in the last 
stage of the phase of maturity, which means, according to Channon's 
model,18 that a lot of related and only a few unrelated products exist in 
the market. There are countries where the product has a high-market-
share in a low-growth industry (cash cow),19 in which case important 
objectives are strengthening knowledge and attitudes. In the product-life-
cycle model the product is placed in the last stage of the phase of growth 
or the first stage in the phase of maturity. This means, according to 
Channon's model,20 that it is the dominant product in the market at 
present but into which, in the course of time, other products, related and 
unrelated, will be introduced. 
In other countries the product is a high-market-share product in a high-
growth industry (star).21 In these instances introduction advertising is 
required in order to communicate the new idea and gain the first 
interested customers. In the product-life-cycle model the product is 
placed in the phase of introduction or in the initial phase of the stage of 
growth. This means, according to Channon's mode1,22 that it is the sole 
product on the market and that, in the course of time, it will become the 
dominant prbduct on the market. For products with a low-market-share in 
a low-growth-industry (dogs) the main objective is the· maintenance of 
their existence.23 In the product-life-cycle model the product is placed in 
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Summary 
This article considers the literature 
on corporate turnaround. It 
examines the nature of decline as 
well as the causes and the various 
indicators of decline. Following this 
Hofer's now well-established 
framework of analysis for the 
development of a turnaround 
strategy is described. This analysis 
falls into two stages: firstly, an 
assessment of current operational 
and strategic health of a firm and 
secondly, a consideration of 
turnaround options which may 
incorporate strategic and/or 
operational change. This model is 
then assessed in the context of a 
number of Irish firms in a 
turnaround situation. Important 
issues in turnaround strategy, such 
as management change, financial 
re-structuring and strategic 
realignment are addressed. In 
particular, the role and importance 
(and indeed, sometimes the 
unimportance) of marketing 
in strategic realignment 
are considered. 
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COMPANY TURNAROUND 
STRATEGIES: A CONTEXT FOR 
MARKETING 
James Wrynn and Timothy O'Mahony, College of Marketing and Design, 
Dublin Institute of Technology 
Strategic analysis has traditionally implicitly focused on companies in a 
healthy condition contemplating growth or development strategies. But 
over the last ten years, a body of literature has developed in the area of 
strategic analysis focusing on companies in difficulty with a view to 
turning such companies around. A number of works have emerged on 
the topic of company turnaround, significant amongst them being 
contributions by such authors as Bibeault,1 Argenti,2 Slatter,3 and 
Kharbanda and Stallworthy4• One particular contribution, that of Hofer,5 
offers an exceptionally interesting perspective and develops a framework 
which identifies important management and strategic marketing issues in 
the analysis of turnarounds. 
This article considers briefly the literature on corporat~ turnaround. It 
examines the nature of decline as well as the causes and the various 
indicators of decline. Following this, Hofer's framework of analysis for the 
development of a turnaround strategy is described~ThffiffiaTysisrafts into 
two stages: firsdy, an assessment of the current operational and strategic 
health of a firm and secondly, a consideration of the turnaround options 
which incorporate sfrategTCano/or operational change. Hofer's 
framework is then assessed in the context of a number of Irish firms in a 
turnaround situation. Important issues in turnaround strategy, such as 
management change, financial re-structuring and strategic realignment 
are addressed. In particular, the role and importance (and indeed, 
sometimes the unimportance) of marketing in strategic realignment are 
considered. 
Corporate Decline and Turnaround 
The analysis of company turnaround usually starts with an analysis of the 
factors which have caused the decline. But this of course, presumes a clear 
cut definition of the nature of decline. Schendel, Patton and Riggs define 
decline in terms of performance of net income earned and also 
turnaround in similar terms.6 Decline by their definition is regarded as 
having taken place if there are four years of uninterrupted decline in net 
income as normalised by GNP growth. Recovery is defined as having 
taken place if there are four years of increase in net income with 
allowance for a two year deviation between the downturn and upturn 
phase. Again net income is normalised by GNP growth. Hambrick and 
Schecter in their study of short run turnaround, using the Strategic 
Planning lnstitute's profit impact of market strategy (PIMS) data-base, 
looked at firms whose ROI recovered from less than 10% (pre-tax) to 
more than 20% (pre-tax) over a period of four years.7 
Without becoming embroiled at this stage in setting down a precise 
definition of decline, it is worth considering more general factors which 
indicate decline and trigger the need for a turnaround strategy. In this 
vein Hofer considers the context in which turnarounds are necessary and 
pursued.8 He argues for two important dimensions to the context: firstly, 
the areas of organisational performance affected and secondly, the 'time 
criticality' of the turnaround situation. 
Poor organisational performance may be reflected in three different ways: 
• Decline in organisational efficiency and/or profitability 
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H~nd~indicates some corporate cultures as being more susceptible to 
crisis t an others, although no single cultural pattern l~ads to crisis.15 This 
author found in his research that both bureaucratic types of culture (firms 
governed by rules and procedures) and l!nns exhibitrngp9We[fi.fftute~. 
(e.g. the one-man-show type organisation) appear to be most susceptible 
to crisis. But it can be argued that Handy's definition of culture is 
somewhat primitive compared to recent developments of the concept of 
corporate culture. 
Figure 1 
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large organisations may well be prone to failure as they are likely to have 
developed a sophistication in management which embodie? sensitive 
environmental scanning and internal control systems that identi.fy 
problems at an early stage, thus resulting in corrective action. Williams in 
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cars, this is of prime importance as a lost customer cannot be easily 
replaced by another since the overall market size is relatively small; in 1985, 
the total U.K. luxury car market was estimated at about 20,000 units valued, 
how~ver, at some £500 million1s. 
The research reported in this paper examines the determinants of customer 
satisfaction experienced by buyers of a single make of cars, henceforth 
referred to as LUXCARS. The study is intentionally restricted to LUXCAR 
buyers who purchased their vehicles from the same motor dealer, in this case 
a major LUXCAR dealership located in the south of England. By restricting the 
study in the above manner, it became possible to obtain information on a 
spt!"ific prq~uct purchased from a specific outlet. This enabled the 
investigation ofihe issues of interest without having to deal with confounding 
effects in the form of product-specific and outlet-specific influences. A 
second benefit was that the results of the study could be put to immediate 
use by the manufacturer and the dealer concerned, as the analysis was based 
on information provided by LUXCAR customers only. 
METHODOLOGY 
Data 
Empirical data were collected by means of postal questionnaire which was 
developed following2~e,liminary)ntE:rvie11v~ with a convenieriC!=\Ji,1~ of 
LUXCAR buyers in the south of England. The sc1mplingJr~me for the mail 
survey was constructed from the customer service records.otthe dealer 
concerned, as follows: first, all the new purchases of LUXCAR during the first 
seven months of 1985 were noted. Next, purchases made by companies 
(including leasing and car rental) were excluded, as the organisational buying 
process is substantially different from that associated with consumer 
purchases. Finally, a l~D.<:t<>m sc1Er1ple,t strc1tified by 11JQQ~l_!y~~ was selected 
from an initial list of 512 customers who had bought LUXCARS for personal 
use. The final sample consisted of 350 customers and it was to these 
individuals that the questionnaire was dispatched in November 1985. 
The method used to derive the sample ensured that a period of at least three 
months had elapsed between the purchase of a LUXCAR by the respondents 
and the time of the customer survey. The underlying rationale was that a 
shorter period was insufficient to permit an adequate post-purchase 
evaluation of the type of product under investigation. Being a durable and 
highly complex product with a large number of potentially important 
attributes, the product is likely to be a evaluated over a much longer period 
compared with a low-involvement product purchased for immediate 
consumption. 
The mailing of the questionnaire resulted in a total of 199 replies, out of 
which 170 were unusable, representing an effective response rate of 48.6%. 
Comparison of the respondents with the national sales pattern of LUXCARS 
by model, revealed that the distribution of the former was practically identical 
with that of the latter. · 
Dependent Variable: Customer Satisfaction 
The operationalisation/measurement of the satisfaction concept has always 
been a problem in empirical research. For example, Loudon and Della Bitta19 
observe that "the concept of satisfaction is one about which there are 
presently few agreed upon definitions or approaches to measurement". In a 
similar vein, Day20 states that "while everyone knows what satisfaction means, 
it doesn't always mean the same thing to everyone. It has been defined by 
researchers in a number of ways". 
Bearing the above in mind and given that a "global" measure of satisfaction 
was considered inappropriate in this instance due to the complex nature of 
the product, as reflected in the multitude of product attributes which are 
subjected to post-purchase evaluation, a weighted disconfirmation index was 
used to measure customer satisfaction. Specifically, the low level of 
satisfaction (S) experience by customer i was defined as: 
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Si= L (Rij ~ Eij) Iii 
j=1 
i= 1, ... , 170 
where Rii = post-purchase evaluation by customer i of product attribute j 
Eii = pre-purchase expectation of customer i regarding 
product attribute j 
l;i = importance attached by customer i to product 
attribute j 
The twenty product attributes were developed as a result of the preliminary 
interviews. They include performance aspects (e.g. top speed, acceleration 
and stopping power), comfort aspects (e.g. front/rear space, ventilation and 
level of standard equipment), economic aspects (e.g. price and fuel 
consumption) and intangible aspects (e.g. body design, prestige and 
manufacturer reputation). 
Fiv.~-:pointdifferelJ1}a!--types~alesw,ere used to measure attribute 
importance, pre-purchase expectations and post-purchase evaluation, as 
recommended by Westbrook and Oliver21 for automobile satisfaction 
measurerment. Specifically, the importance attached to alternative product 
attributes was indicated on a scale ranging from 5= "great importance" to 
1="no importance whatsoever", while pre-purchase expectations and post-
purchase evaluations were scored on scales ranging from 5= "excellent" to 
1="poor". When this measurement scheme is applied to the satisfaction scale 
defined by formula (1) a non-negative S value represents satisfaction while a 
negative S value represents dissatisfaction. 
A reliability analysis performed on the satisfaction scale produced an alpha of 
.75, well above the .50 level suggested by Nunnally22 as a minimum in 
·exploratory research. Reflecting a high degree of face validity, the scale also 
behaved in the manner expected when correlated with a relevant criterion. In 
this instance, it was hypothesised that customer satisfaction in inversely 
related to the number of faults/problems that the car developed since the day 
of purchase. Clearly, if an ·individual spends a considerable amount of money 
in buying a luxury car and experiences problen1s within a short period of 
taking delivery, his/her level of satisfaction with the car is likely to be 
adversely affected. Consequently, any index that purports to measure 
satisfaction should be able to register such effects. As part of the 
questionnaire, LUXCAR buyers were asked to report any problems they had 
with their cars, such as electrical faults, gearbox and engine problems, etc. 
(excluding accident damage). Subsequently, an overall indication of the level 
of "trouble" experienced by buyers, was obtained by counting the number of 
individual problems mentioned. Consistent with expectations, a correlation 
analysis revealed a negative significant relationship between the satisfaction 
scale and the "troubl~" index (r=-0.17 p < 0.5). 
Independent Variables 
The potential determinants of satisfaction considered in this study, fall into 
four major categories, notably (i) pre-purchase influences, (ii) satisfaction with 
the buying experience, (iii) post-purchase influences, and (iv) customer 
characteristics. 
(i) Pre-Purchase Influences 
These describe the nature of the purchasing process for the product in 
question and include the following: 
• Duration of the Consumer Decision Process - this refers to the period 
elapsing between recognition and actual purchase of a LUXCAR. 
Respondents were asked to indicate the number of weeks that passed 
between their initial decision to buy a new car and the placement of a firm 
order for their present vehicle; a similar operationalisation was used by 
Newman and Staelin23• It can be argued that the length of the decision 
process could influence buyer satisfaction for two interrelated reasons: first 
the lack of time pressure allows the buyer to spend more time specifying 
the exact requirements which the product must fulfil; as a result, he/she 
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Volume 3, 1988 buyers. The rather low R2 associated with the regression results suggest that 
other potentially important influences may still lie uncovered. In this context, 
the role of previous experience is certainly a factor worthy of future 
investigation given that links between satisfaction and experience have been 
reported in other studies and bearing in mind the limitations of the measure 
employed in the present research. In addition, the link between advertising 
and buyer satisfaction deserves further attention and, in particular, the impact 
of advertising claims on the level of pre-purchasing expectations. Other 
potential correlates of satisfaction may warrant investigation including the 
number and type of alternatives considered by the buyer (i.e. other makes of 
cars and their perceived similarities/differences with the model finally 
chosen), the specific methods employed in alternative evaluation (e.g. road 
tests reports versus test drives), the personal selling techniques employed by 
the dealer's salesperson(s) during the buying process, and the educational 
background of the buyer. Finally, a comparative study of the determinants of 
satisfaction of buyers of luxury and standard cars would help establish the 
extent to which important differences exist between these market segments. 
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Book Reviews cultural, social and physical environments. Tourism is acknowl~dged to be 
a major contributor to many economies in the developed and'developing 
world through generating often much needed hard currency and creating 
valuable employment opportunities, both directly and indirectly. In spite 
of this, it has encountered great difficulty in establishing its respectability 
as a business activity, being positioned at the margin, somewhere between 
the 'real' and the 'black' economy. 
The interesting feature for Irish readers is that while tourism has increased 
dramatically, worldwide, our own country's performance has been 
extremely disappointing, with tourism earnings declining in real terms 
practically every year. Much debate has taken place as to the cause and , 
now, following the Price Waterhouse report, there is a state policy in 
place to earn an additional IR£500 million from international tourism and 
create 25,000 new jobs over the next five years. Perhaps in attempting to 
achieve these targets, tourism operators will get some valuable ideas from 
this text for future development, particularly in relation to product 
development, marketing research, consumer behaviour, m'arket 
segmentation and market planning. 
The authors are to be complimented for the prominence they have given 
to marketing in most chapters of the book and in the accompanying 
selected headings. It is ironic that the authors credit Ireland, along with 
France and the UK, as being "among the pioneers of the technology of 
tourism planning". Maybe this reminder of former leadership will spur on 
our tourism planners to strive a lot harder to regain the high ground we 
have lost in the extremely competitive arena of world tourism. 
However, the text is not without several failings. It is primarily oriented to 
North American students and, although the concepts and principles it 
contains can be said to have universal application, it can be difficult for 
non-American readers to make the necessary mental adjustment to relate 
the text to their own very different tourism environments. There is a 
welcome tendency to illustrate elements of the tourism system and their 
interrelationships in graphical format but, in a number of instances, so 
much information has been included that the detail is indecipherable due 
to the micro print used. 
While each chapter contains a sizeable list of references, these relate 
almost entirely to North America and suffer from being considerably 
dated. The text although originally published in 1985 in hardback, seems 
to have been written in 1982. Considerable changes have incurred on the 
world scene since then, which have affected international tourism and 
one would have wished for a more recent in-depth analysis of trends and 
prospective scenarios, taking into account developments such as airline 
deregulation, changing recreational patterns, and restructuring in 
wholesaler, retailer, customer relationships. 
In spite of these reservations, serious students of tourism would be 
advised to add this text to their essential reading lists, if for no other 
reason than the fact that worthwhile publications dealing with this 
important economic sector are few ahd far between. 
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